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Abstract 
Aquaculture is of major and increasing importance to global food security, particularly 

in Low Income, Food Deficit Countries (LIFDCs), where it also serves as a significant 

contribution to poverty alleviation. Disease is widely acknowledged as the prominent 

bottleneck to achieving global food security and poverty alleviation targets relating to 

aquaculture, with annual losses exceeding >$6bn (Food and Agriculture Organization 

2014). Outbreaks of disease caused by endemic and emerging pathogens impact 

directly on farmer income and their nutritional security. Avoidance of yield-limiting 

disease outbreaks is a fundamental requirement for future growth and resilience of 

aquaculture in LIFDCs. Advances in molecular techniques coupled with next-

generation sequencing have provided a step-change in understanding the role of host-

associated bacteria, archaea, protists and viruses (the microbiome) in host 

homeostasis. Shifts in microbiome communities under stressful conditions can 

contribute to disease states. However, the role of microbiomes in the emergence of 

diseases in aquaculture, where stressors include feeding, antibiotic and disinfectant 

use and over-stocking, is poorly studied. 

Here our study presents an evaluation of the microbiomes (bacteria and viruses) 

associated with tilapia and their pond environments in aquaculture, using 16S rRNA 

community profiling techniques and viral amplicon sequencing. Samples investigated 

in this project were collected from Malawi tilapia fish farms; their skin community 

composition and diversity were examined across geographical scales. The high 

variability observed of the microbial communities in small geographic regions, showed 

that future sampling to detect shifts due to dysbiosis will require time-resolved 

sampling of ponds under study. Nanopore sequencing of full length 16S rRNA genes, 

using MinION, allowed us to examine the microbial communities at higher taxonomic 

resolution than short read sequencing techniques. Its success lays the foundation for 

in-situ microbial profiling of aquaculture ponds for disease, and offers independence 

to farmers to monitor their own ponds. Successful amplification of the T4-like 

Myoviridae phylogenetic markers from one rearing water sample was achieved, 

although the required degeneracy of the primers inhibited multiplexing. Therefore, our 

findings suggest that inclusion of bacteriophages in microbiome studies is better 

served using shotgun metagenomic methods, rather than amplicon sequencing. 
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Finally, we investigated the use of skin swabbing as an alternative to bucket 

incubations to minimise animal stress when categorising the fish skin microbiome. 

Skin swabbing successfully captured similar microbial communities in comparison to 

bucket incubations, with greater diversity and variance between fish.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Importance of aquaculture and its challenges 

1.1.1. Aquaculture feeding the world 
 
The increasing importance of aquaculture to global food security has been recognised 

in the past few decades. Aquatic food represents an essential component of the global 

food basket that can help alleviate poverty, and improve the nutrition, health, and well-

being of all people (Tacon and Metian 2013).  

 

Sustainable fisheries and aquaculture are required to fill the demand for food, not met 

by terrestrial food systems (Lynch and MacMillan 2017). Yet, limited attention has 

been given so far to fish as an important element in food security and nutrition 

strategies at national levels and in wider development discussions and interventions. 

Discussions have often concentrated predominantly on questions of biological 

sustainability and on the economic efficiency of fisheries, neglecting issues linked to 

their contribution to reducing hunger and malnutrition and to supporting livelihoods. 

Increased consumption of fish and other aquatic derived products, and their addition 

to the diets of low-income populations offers an important means for improving food 

security and nutrition (Béné et al. 2015) .      

 

Fish is an animal protein which contains several essential amino acids, lipids and is 

also an important source of essential micronutrients, which makes it particularly 

attractive in the fight against malnutrition in LIFDCs (Low Income, Food Deficit 

Countries). Some countries (e.g., Zambia, Brazil, or Chile) have recognized this 

potential and have included fish in their national school-feeding programmes (Béné et 

al. 2015). With a growing global human population, rising from 7.3 billion to an 

estimated 9.8 billion between 2015 to 2050, fish will be a critical source of food (Walker 

2016). Recent  (2016) official statistics indicate that 59.6 million people are engaged 

in the primary sector of capture fisheries and aquaculture; 19.3 million people in 

aquaculture and 40.3 million people in fisheries (Food and Agriculture Organization of 

...) As well as those directly involved in aquaculture production, there are many others  

whose livelihoods are at least partially connected to the aquaculture sector via the 
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supply of goods and services such as transportation, ice making, feed production and 

marketing. The increase in aquaculture over the period 1950-2014 is shown in Figure 

1. Overall, it is estimated that more than 100 million people depend on aquaculture for 

a living, either as employees in the production and support sectors, or as their 

dependants (Food and Agriculture Organization 2014). 

 

 
Figure 1. World capture fisheries and aquaculture production. The aquaculture 
production as shown in blue has increased from 20 million tonnes in 1950 to over 
160 million tonnes in 2014 (Food and Agriculture Organization of ...). 
 

Applied research and adaptive management techniques can assist with the necessary 

evolution of sustainable food systems to include a stronger emphasis on fish and other 

aquatic organisms (Lynch and MacMillan 2017). Additionally, necessary actions in 

fisheries and aquaculture must include effective governance, improved management 

and conservation, efforts to maximize societal and environmental benefits from trade, 

increased equitability of distribution and innovation in food production, and the 

continued development of low-input and low-impact aquaculture (Food and Agriculture 

Organization of ...). 

 

The Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) estimates that the number of 

undernourished people in the world has been growing and in 2017 this reached 10.9% 

(Food and Agriculture Organization of ...) illustrating the need for enhanced effort 

needs to address the problem of world hunger.  
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1.1.2. Limitations: Threats from disease and overstocking 
 

One of the main hurdles to sustainable finfish aquaculture, and indeed aquaculture 

more generally, is the management and control of infectious disease (Rodger 2016). 

This is exacerbated by overstocking and water quality pressures. Habitats for 

aquaculture development are further impacted by activities that affect water quality 

including mineral extraction, coastal development, waste disposal and water flow 

management (Béné et al. 2015).  Disease outbreaks constraint aquaculture production 

by affecting both economic development of the country and socio-economic status of 

the local people in many countries (Sahu et al. 2008). These outbreaks are caused by 

endemic and emerging pathogens and impact directly on farmers income and their 

nutritional security. Thus, their avoidance is a fundamental requirement for future 

growth and resilience of aquaculture in LIFDCs (Food and Agriculture Organization of 

...). 

 

Viral infections are one of the most limiting factors of intensive aquaculture, leading to 

major losses in freshwater aquaculture and marine farming (Machimbirike et al. 2019). 
Currently, there is no cure for viral diseases in aquaculture and while vaccines and 

selective breeding have proved successful in reducing the severity of some viral 

diseases, there are currently severe knowledge gaps relating to Tilapia lake virus 

(TiLV), one of the most significant emerging pathogens in tilapia aquaculture with no 

effective, affordable vaccines yet available (Jansen et al. 2018). Furthermore, 

outbreaks of viral diseases are typically temperature dependent and water 

temperature affects the emergence of a wide range of parasitic, bacterial, and viral 

diseases of fish. The association of disease outbreaks with seasonality (when the 

water has relatively high temperatures) highlights the importance of understanding 

interactions between pathogens and environmental parameters that can exacerbate 

disease outbreaks. Studies on zebra fish have illustrated that mortality from  viral 

nervous necrosis (VNN) is exacerbated under elevated temperature and crowding 

(Eyngor et al. 2014), (Binesh 2014), (Tsofack et al. 2017).  

 

Environmental variability determines the distribution, migration, and abundance of fish 

(Jansen et al. 2018), while climate variability affects fisheries directly, as fish 

populations and fisheries activities are closely linked to weather and climate dynamics 
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(Lehodey et al. 2006). This is due to the fact that most aquatic animal species are 

poikilothermic (cold-blooded) and changes in water temperatures can rapidly and 

significantly influence distribution, prey availability, metabolism, growth and 

reproduction, with strong resulting impacts on fishing and aquaculture productivity 

(Cheung et al. 2009). At the same time however, the interconnectedness of aquatic 

systems allows many species to change spatial distribution more easily as ecosystems 

shift, to remain in their zones of preference. Clearly, therefore, the impact of global 

climate change on ocean capture fisheries will be important (Béné et al. 2015).  

1.1.3. The importance of tilapia to current and future aquaculture 
 
Tilapia are important for the sustainability of ecological systems and serve as the 

second most important group of farmed fish worldwide. The genus Oreochromis, is  

hugely important for providing food and employment, as well as domestic and export 

earnings to large populations worldwide (Machimbirike et al. 2019) (Eyngor et al. 

2014). Their production has quadrupled over the past decade due to their relative ease 

of farming, marketability and stable market prices (Wang and Lu 2016). They are fast 

growing, efficient food convertors, and relatively disease resistant. These assets 

render them most suitable for farming; indeed, tilapines are one of the most significant 

groups of farmed fish worldwide, and their species have been introduced for farming 

purposes to more than ninety countries in the tropics and subtropics worldwide 

(Tsofack et al. 2017), (Machimbirike et al. 2019). World tilapia production in 2015, from 

both aquaculture and wild capture, amounted to 6.4 million tonnes, with an estimated 

value of United States Dollar (USD) 9.8 billion, and worldwide trade was valued at 

USD 1.8 billion (FAO, 2017). The common commercial Tilapia species in aquaculture 

are the Nile tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus), the Mozambique tilapia (Oreochromis 

masssambicus), the blue tilapia (Oreochromis aureus), Oreochromis urolepsis 

hornorum, also known as the Wami river tilapia, and various hybrid tilapia species 

(Machimbirike et al. 2019).  

  

In the late 2000s, large losses of farmed tilapia were recorded throughout Israel. A 

novel RNA virus was subsequently identified and termed tilapia lake virus 

(TiLV).(Eyngor et al. 2014). Tilapia mortality, has also been described in Ecuador 

(Tsofack et al. 2017), and most recently, Egypt (Fathi et al. 2017), Thailand (Dong et 
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al. 2017) India, Malaysia (Amal et al. 2018) and the Philippines (OIE, 2017). Mortality 

levels between 20% and 90% have been reported (Jansen et al. 2018). In Egypt, 

unexplained mortality of tilapia during the summer months in recent years indicated a 

potential economic impact of around USD 100 million in 2015, with 37% of fish farms 

being affected (Fathi et al. 2017). 

         

However, a lack of thorough investigation of all mortality incidents means that the 

geographic distribution of TiLV may be wider than currently described (Fathi et al. 

2017). International trade of tilapia has taken place for more than 50 years with a 

resultant global distribution only exceeded by common carp. As a result, TiLV may 

have been circulating worldwide through movement of live fish for aquaculture in the 

absence of knowledge of the existence of an associated risk. It is speculated that over 

40 countries may have a theoretical risk of inadvertent TiLV introduction through trade 

in aquaculture  and this illustrates the importance of the need for  surveillance activities 

in these countries (Dong et al. 2017), (Jansen et al. 2018). Further research including 

epidemiological and experimental infection studies will be needed to limit the negative 

impact of these infections, as well as improving the management of emerging diseases 

in the future. Furthermore, rapid action should be taken to control the spread of the 

TiLV, including immediate improvements to aquaculture biosecurity practices and in 

the longer term potentially, vaccines and breeding TiLV resilient strains of tilapia (Fathi 

et al. 2017). TiLV is only one of several viral threats to Tilapia production. Others 

include infectious pancreatic necrosis virus (IPNV, Aquabirnavirus), nervous necrosis 

virus (VNN, Betanodavirus), tilapia larvae encephalitis virus (TLEV, Herpesvirus), and 

the Iridovirus infections namely Bohle iridovirus (BIV, Ranavirus), infectious spleen 

and kidney necrosis virus (ISKNV, Megalocytivirus), Lymphocystivirus and another 

Iridovirus-like infection. These other viruses have been associated with relatively high 

mortalities (20–100%) in several cases of natural disease outbreaks or as studied 

through laboratory challenges (Machimbirike et al. 2019). 
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1.2. The Fish Microbiome (Focusing On the skin and mucus)  
 
Microbiomes are the assemblage of microorganisms present in an environment. They 

refer to microbes, their genomes, and their environment, which are essential for growth 

and survival of the host. (Xia and Sun 2017), (Marchesi and Ravel 2015). The 

microbiome is typically characterised using molecular methods relying on marker 

genes and genomic regions, amplified and sequenced from given biological samples. 

Taxonomic assignments are performed using a variety of tools to assign each 

sequence to a microbial taxon at different taxonomic levels from phylum to species 

(Marchesi and Ravel 2015). Microbial communities are very dynamic and respond to 

local selective pressures via phenotypic plasticity, rapid mutation rates, short 

generation times and high intra -community gene flow. Microbial plasticity has been 

proposed to also enhance phenotypic plasticity in the host, such as improving 

thermoregulation capacity; enabling digestion of novel food sources or conferring 

increased resistance to local pathogens (Webster et al. 2018).  

 

Different microbial communities are associated with different regions on the fish. 

Communities present on the skin, gills, and in the gastrointestinal tract of fish are key 

components of the host mucosal barrier defences (Merrifield and Rodiles 2015).  

Some argue that the host and its microbiome (holobiont), along with the totality of 

genomes in the holobiont (hologenome) are a unit of selection, and therefore this unit 

has properties similar to an individual organism, i.e., it is a superorganism (Douglas 

and Werren 2016). Yet, evolutionary biologists debate whether a holobiont should be 

considered as a unit of selection. For opponents to this theory, holobionts are unstable 

entities and viewed as ecosystems in which antagonism, mutualism and chance 

determine the interactions between members of the holobiont (Simon et al. 2019).  

 

The skin of fish is continuously exposed to a water environment, and unlike that of 

terrestrial vertebrates, it is a mucosal surface with a thin epidermis of live cells covered 

by a mucus layer. The mucosa plays an important role in maintaining the homeostasis 

of the fish and preventing the entry of invading pathogens (Brinchmann 2016). Fish 

skin mucosal surfaces (SMS) could constitute an adequate niche for the evolution of 

mucosal aquatic pathogens in natural environments (Carda-Diéguez et al. 2017). 

Mucosal epithelia act as a main organ of defence with the highest densities of 
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microbes and the most intimate interactions with the host (Carlson et al. 2017).These 

mucus layers are an optimal environment for microbial growth, providing structure as 

well as nutrients in the form of diverse, mucin-associated glycans  (Barr et al. 2013). 

Through competition for adhesion sites and nutrients, they may limit or reduce the 

abundance of pathogens and facilitate the development and homeostasis of host 

immunity (Legrand et al. 2017). They may also antagonize pathogens via the 

production of various compounds such as organic acids, siderophores, bacteriocins, 

H2O2, and various antimicrobial peptides (Merrifield and Rodiles 2015). In contrast to 

the well-studied human skin microbiome, only a limited number of studies have 

focused on the complexity of the bacterial community associated with the fish skin-

mucus (Minniti et al. 2017).  

 

A study undertaken by Legrand et al (2017), revealed the importance of understanding 

fish skin and gills microbial assemblages, and the factors which drive their 

composition, as possible biomarkers to reveal changes in host health status. This 

study showed that disease onset was marked by an overall loss in diversity with the 

emergence of specific community members, likely reflecting changes in the immune 

states and the connectivity of these barrier systems. It also suggested that common 

mucosal responses exist with a direct link between the gut mucus and the skin 

(Legrand et al. 2017). Indeed in humans, the extraordinary success of faecal microbial 

transplantation to effectively cure patients from Clostridium difficile infection in up to 

90% of cases by resetting the gut microbial community, confirms the importance of the 

structure of microbial communities for the health of the holobiont (Tacon and Metian 

2013).        

1.2.1. Factors Influencing the Microbiome Structure 
 
The study of the beneficial effects of bacteria and their influence on host health is a 

growing field and analysing the microbial community composition alone may not give 

us full insight into their dynamic interactions among microbiome, host, environment, 

and disease intervention. These communities are diverse and dynamic, and 

knowledge of the factors that control the success of an individual population is 

important to understanding their influence on ecosystems and biodiversity. Research 

that has explored host microbiota variability in space and time suggests the presence 
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of a host genetic component in the development of mutualist communities  (Needham 

et al. 2017), (Eichmiller et al. 2016), (Boutin et al. 2012). Distinct body sites are jointly 

influenced by host-specific organizing factors operating at the level of the host 

individual (Pratte et al. 2018) and greater difference was noticed in microbiome 

structure between more genetically distinct fish populations, adding that within a 

population genetic diversity is positively correlated with microbiome diversity (Webster 

et al. 2018).  A decisive study with zebrafish, reported that a core microbial community 

is supported through host system selective pressures regardless of environmental 

parameters (Roeselers et al. 2011). 

 

Diet shapes the relative abundance of specific taxa that colonise the host (Goodrich 

et al. 2014), while more drastic transitions, such as habitat changes from wild to 

captive can lead to dramatic changes in the gut microbiome of fish (Eichmiller et al. 

2016). Many other factors may heavily alter the microbial composition of the 

environment and the fish host such as intensive fish farming, (Gomez et al. 2013), 

temperature, physiology, and taxonomy (Eichmiller et al. 2016). In addition, 

seasonality may significantly influence the skin microbiome structure (Larsen et al. 

2015). 

 

While the microbiome has been shown to aid in host nutrient acquisition and immune 

response, they may also influence host behaviour, development, reproduction and 

overall health (Colston and Jackson 2016). The immune system is considered to be 

one of the most important forces by which the host shapes the configuration of the 

microbiome. The past decade of research on the interactions between the microbiome 

and host immunity has clarified a large number of mechanisms by which the microbiota 

affects both innate and adaptive immune responses.  Mechanistically, the 

communication between the microbiome and the innate immune system seems to rely 

on metabolites, such as short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs). In the case of adaptive 

immune cells, specific bacterial species have been shown to directly influence immune 

system development and differentiation (Levy et al. 2017). A study held by Larsen et 

al on gulf killifish, revealed the high similarity between the microbiomes of individual 

fish’s skin and mucus, and it is different from that of the surrounding water, suggesting 

the presence of a resilient core microbiome (Larsen et al. 2015).  
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During the course of an infection, the relationships between the microbiota and the 

host immune system are vulnerable to changes, as some of the host genes are 

involved in the recruitment of specific bacterial strains (Boutin et al. 2012).  

 

Additionally, the microbiota-host immune system interaction can significantly impact 

the outcome of an infection (Gomez et al. 2013). Microbiome homeostasis seems to 

be an important influence on resistance against some diseases previously considered 

exclusively influenced by genetic factors. As an example, Methylobacterium 

rhodesianum produces poly-β-hydroxybutyrate (PHB), that contain antimicrobial 

properties known to inhibit the growth of pathogens like enterobacteria and Vibrio 

species. This suggests that the reduction of abundance allowed for colonization or 

over-growth by other bacteria, some of which are pathogenic (Boutin et al. 2014). To 

determine precisely which genes are involved in the recruitment of specific bacterial 

strains, some studies have looked at gene expression in the presence of symbiotic 

bacteria. Thus, three-way interactions between pathogens, microbiota, and the animal 

host are complex and require a deep understanding of all three components (Reid et 

al. 2017). 

 

Creating a list of infectious agents, their genetics, their symptoms and treatment can 

no longer considered as isolated processes. Contemporary models of disease require 

integrated studies between disciplines; to understand the role of the microbiome in the 

prevention of disease requires analysis of how they interact with each other and with 

the host that harbours them (Chow and Fuhrman 2012). Thus, diverse fields include 

microbiology, genomics, immunology, molecular biology, epidemiology, and clinical 

medicine must be combined to develop a more complete understanding of the 

microbes (Kong and Segre 2017), and their interaction by exploring their molecular 

components through genetic analysis and sequencing (Chow and Fuhrman 2012).  

1.2.2. Dysbiosis  
 
The stable relationship between host and its microbiome can be disrupted by several 

environmental factors as well as host-intrinsic factors leading to dysbiosis. Dysbiosis 

is defined as a change in relative composition of the different microbes compared to 

normal, altering the symbiotic relationship between the host and associated microbes, 
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which may result in disease (Cho and Blaser 2012). As an example, while the skin 

microbiome of unstressed fish is dominated by taxa known for their probiotic and 

antimicrobial activity, the microbiome of stressed fish is dominated by potential 

pathogens, which are an important factor that can tip the balance of host-microbiota 

relationships (Reid et al. 2017), (Williams and Gallo 2015), (Levy et al. 2017), (Rosado 

et al. 2019). 

  

In recent years, there has been an increase in the incidence of many multifactorial 

diseases associated with dysbiosis, where the taxonomic composition and function of 

the microbial community were shifted to a less favourable health state (Levy et al. 

2017). A study by Reid et al, showed that a disruption of the microbiome by viral 

infection rendered fish more susceptible to secondary infections by opportunistic 

bacterial pathogens present in the environment or within the host indigenous microbial 

reservoir (Reid et al. 2017), to the detriment of host health. These communities usually 

contain low levels of primary pathogens, which are mainly suppressed under normal 

conditions, but can infect immunocompromised hosts (Merrifield and Rodiles 2015). 

 

The use of antibiotics in aquaculture for disease prevention and treatment has been 

widely explored, as these drugs may disrupt the microbial communities and increase 

disease susceptibility (Butt and Volkoff 2019). They have shown to have drastic effects 

on the microbiome structure, by lowering community diversity, change in community 

composition, loss of some rare members, alteration of enzymatic functions, selection 

of resistant members, and, in some but not all cases, lowering of total numbers 

(Carlson et al. 2017). These aquaculture practices can increase the risk of dysbiosis, 

which is known to facilitate pathogen infections, and the proliferation of opportunistic 

pathogens. These traditional practices are typical in fish farms and include, along with 

antibiotic misuse and abuse, overcrowding and low oxygen (Rosado et al. 2019). It 

has been noticed that crowding and net handling are commonly believed to affect the 

swimming activity levels of  salmon, which may be the expression of lowered activity 

due to lack of movement space to increased activity due to agitation and stress (Føre 

et al. 2018), inducing dysbiosis in the skin microbiome, facilitating the proliferation of 

opportunistic pathogens and may affect the associated microbial communities 

(Rosado et al. 2019).  
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Dysbiosis cannot be defined as an altered state of the microbial community. As 

enormous interindividual variability occurs in the taxonomic microbiota composition 

between healthy individuals across geography, age and dietary habits, this raises the 

question of what can be considered a reference population and allows for almost any 

given microbial configuration to be considered ‘dysbiotic’ when compared with a 

particular control. Therefore, it is crucial that studies in both humans and animal 

models are very carefully controlled to avoid conclusions of a false dysbiotic state, 

caused by interindividual variability, vertical transmission, housing effects, variations 

in pathogen screening and other factors accounting for incidental deviations of 

microbiome composition from a given reference population (Levy et al. 2017). Beyond 

the mechanisms of pathogen adhesion, and the subsequent mucosal inflammatory 

responses  and  possible  mucosal  translocation,  very  little  is  known  of  the  process 

of cross-talk between the fish host and its microbiome. Much of our understanding of 

this relationship is inferred from mammals, and to a lesser extent derived from a small 

number of  germ-free  and  gnotobiotic  studies  in  fish. Many questions need to be 

addressed in the search for evidence of dysbiosis, as it is still unknown whether the 

presence or absence of certain microbes or both may cause disease. As we move 

away from the one-microbe-one-disease model and into the multifaceted world of 

dysbiosis, the lines of cause and effect become much harder to untangle (Merrifield 

and Rodiles 2015) (Yong 2016). 

1.2.3.  Probiotics and other treatments  
 
Due to the complex structure of microbial communities, disentangling interactions and 

identifying important taxa for specific functions is enormously challenging, especially 

when environmental influences on population dynamics and activities are taken into 

account. Microbiome research of humans and other eukaryotes typically describe 

correlations between microbiome composition and diseases, but it remains a 

challenge to establish which taxonomic or functional changes in the microbiome are 

actually causal for disease development or disease protection (de Bruijn et al. 2018).  

 

Disease control in aquaculture industry historically has been achieved by the use of 

synthetic chemicals and antibiotics. The use of expensive chemotherapeutants for 

controlling diseases however has been widely criticized. Residues of these 
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compounds, accumulate in the water environment and fish lipids, and can be harmful 

to human health as well as to other aquatic organisms and farmed species. The side 

effects include reproductive and developmental toxicity, neurotoxicity, and 

bioaccumulation, depending on the specific chemical/agents used (Carro et al. 2012).  

 

Due to the growing awareness of the problems of antibiotics, strict regulations have 

been established in some sectors of the aquaculture industry and alternative methods 

are being developed and tested to maintain a healthy microbial environment in the 

cultured organisms. The use of probiotics is one of such methods that is gaining 

importance in controlling potential pathogens (Sahu et al. 2008). ‘Probiotics are 

defined as ‘live microorganisms which, when administered in adequate amounts, 

provide a health benefit to the host’ (WHO and FAO, 2006). Their use in aquaculture, 

as an alternative to antibiotics, rose significantly as legislations were introduced to 

restrict the widespread use of chemicals in animal rearing. They have been found to 

reduce the cost of fish farming through improvements in fish welfare and nutrition 

(Egerton et al. 2018).  However, some commercially available probiotic products are 

often ineffective in reducing pathogenicity in aquatic species. Therefore, it may be 

dangerous to call them “probiotic” for commercial purposes, as they bring no benefits, 

and may create harmful or unexpected effects on the hosts, and may actually enhance 

economic losses (Van Hai 2015).  
 
Advances in the field of probiotic development indicate that endogenous bacteria are 

able to outcompete pathogens (Boutin et al. 2014). Such implications have been 

validated in studies showing that these treatments resulted in a decrease of mortality 

(54-86%) across fish families (Boutin et al. 2012). Despite the large number of 

promising probiotic candidates, only a few have been commercialized or licensed for 

aquaculture in Europe (Ricci et al. 2017), (de Bruijn et al. 2018). The lack of 

consistency in performance and persistence under different environmental conditions, 

their relatively narrow activity spectrum as well as current constraints for commercial 

application of probiotics, such as strict regulations for registration, shelf life, high 

production costs, and highly specific storage and transport conditions of the microbial 

inoculants, are major concerns to the industry (de Bruijn et al. 2018), as is the lack of 

understanding of underlying mechanisms as to how probiotics confer a health benefit 

in fish. 
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Other treatments that have been identified as new disease control agents, include the 

bacterial storage compound PHB, that has been based on the knowledge that this 

biopolymer can be degraded into short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) that contain 

antimicrobial properties (Laranja and Bossier 2019). The beneficial effects of PHB in 

farmed aquatic animals has been shown in a study held by Sugana et al 2014, where 

it was shown to  be an overall stimulant of the immune system  in experimental  tilapia 

species,  and to protect against disease challenges (Suguna et al. 2014). Examples 

of these PHB producing bacteria are species belonging to the phylum Proteobacteria 

(García-Pérez et al. 2018). 

 

1.2.4. Pitfalls in microbiome research 
 
Relatively few epidemiological studies have evaluated the role of microbiota in health 

with the degree of standardization necessary for translational applications. Inter-study 

technical variability in microbiome measurements can sometimes outweigh biological 

effects (Sinha et al. 2017) and advances in microbiome research depend on carefully 

executed, controlled, and reproducible studies (Goodrich et al. 2014). 

 

Factors that may influence a microbiome study could be numerous and achieving 

sufficient reproducibility and accurate determination of the abundance of microbes on 

the skin of the fish is challenging. First, it is difficult to avoid contamination of the 

epidermal tissues during the capture and handling of the fish when conducting 

sampling. Second, a major issue is the standardization of the precise sampling site on 

the skin. (Sinha et al. 2017; Merrifield and Rodiles 2015). Variability depends greatly 

on biospecimen type and origin, followed by DNA extraction, sample handling 

environment, and bioinformatics (Sinha et al. 2017).  

 

The presence of contaminating DNA is a particular challenge for researchers dealing 

with samples containing a low microbial biomass, as the low amount of starting 

material may be effectively swamped by the contaminating DNA and generate 

misleading results (Salter et al. 2014). A number of methods have been devised to 

treat reagents in order to reduce potential contamination, including: gamma or 
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Ultraviolet radiation and DNase treatment, with varying levels of success (Sheik et al. 

2018). Microbiologists, statisticians, and bioinformaticians need to collaborate to 

develop standardised practices and recognise potential measurement variability in 

each step of microbial profiling (Sinha et al. 2017). Issues of contamination have 

plagued studies, with high-profile examples in the fields of novel virus discovery. For 

instance, a research study trying to identify a population of bacterial microbiota in the 

amniotic fluid from healthy term pregnancies, found the concentration and content of 

these communities were similar to the sequences amplified from negative controls. 

(Lim et al. 2018).  

 

Previous studies have focused on the “kit-ome” or contamination associated with DNA 

extraction kits (Sheik et al. 2018). Kit-ome contamination is a concern for both 16S 

rRNA gene sequencing projects, which require targeted PCR amplification and 

enrichment. Awareness of this issue is important to ensure that studies are adequately 

controlled and erroneous conclusions are not drawn from culture independent 

investigations (Salter et al. 2014).  

 

An important component in limiting the impact of contamination on investigated 

samples, is running negative controls, consisting of `blank' DNA extractions. This is 

considered the first line of contamination identification. Despite adding no sample 

template at the DNA extraction step, these negative control samples often yield a 

range of contaminating bacterial species. Therefore, incorporating controls with 

extraction kits, PCRs, and sequencing are all necessary to trace the source when 

contamination may have been introduced (Sheik et al. 2018). 

 
As the field trends towards larger data sets, understanding subtle confounding factors 

long known to epidemiologists and taking more care with longitudinal study designs 

will become increasingly essential. The value of interventional studies over 

observational studies is considerable, especially when human, animal models and in 

vitro data can be correlated across scales and systems. Increased standardization of 

techniques and dissemination of methods with low noise and bias will increase the 

ability of the microbiome field to deliver on the promise of translatability from lab-scale 

studies to the clinic, field or natural environment (Knight et al. 2018). 
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1.3. Missing a key ingredient: Interactions between Host, 
Bacteria and Bacteriophages  

  

Shared bacterial species have been proposed to form a “core bacterial community” 

that provides beneficial functions. This concept, however, is based almost entirely on 

bacterial sequence data and has not considered the role of bacteriophages (Manrique 

et al. 2016). With a burst of studies of microbiomes and their influence on their host, 

changes in the viral community structure may strongly influence shifts in the bacterial 

and eukaryotic communities through the interactions of viruses with their potential 

hosts (Robinson and Pfeiffer 2014). Therefore, the influence of phages on the 

microbiome is not restricted to their hosts, but also extends to their host’s host 

(Cordingley 2017).  

 

 Bacteriophages, also known as phages, are viruses that are specific to bacteria and 

they are the most common biological entities on earth. They are regulators of bacterial 

abundance, diversity and metabolism, holding a central role in the maintenance and 

function of many ecosystems (Chow and Fuhrman 2012). Twort and d’Hérelle were 

the first to describe bacteriophages, but it was d’Herelle who applied the term to a 

bacteriolytic substance that he isolated from faeces. This finding has led to several 

studies and the creation of the “phage group” (Steier et al. 2019).  

 

The majority of viruses in aquatic environments are thought to be bacteriophages. 

Several studies have shown their ecological importance as a key factor influencing 

microbial diversity, shaping community structure and enhancing nutrient cycling in the 

ocean (Liu et al. 2017). Among the most widespread and abundant phage groups, are 

T4-like phages, a member of the Myoviridae family. They have been isolated from a 

variety of hosts, including typical heterotrophic bacteria such as Escherichia coli, 

Vibrio, Pseudomonas and Pelagibacter ubique, and autotrophic cyanobacteria such 

as Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus. Most of the isolated cyanophages have 

been characterized to be T4-like viruses (Liu et al. 2017; Ignacio-Espinoza and 

Sullivan 2012).  
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It is essential to understand the changes in these viral communities, as they may 

strongly influence shifts in the bacterial and eukaryotic communities through their 

interaction with their potential hosts (Fuhrman 1999). Yet, a unified molecular 

taxonomy is impossible because viruses contain no universally shared sequences. 

Consequently, studies on phage ecology and diversity require group-specific 

molecular markers (Filée et al. 2005). Therefore, the viruses present in the microbiome 

require a different approach because, creating challenges especially for community-

wide studies (Sullivan 2015). The current approach for studying these communities is 

to isolate virus-like particles (VLPs) using size fractionation and to sequence those 

using metagenomics, or alternatively microarrays (Goodrich et al. 2014), (Callahan et 

al. 2016).  

 

Previous surveys in both marine and non-marine environmental studies support the 

significance of T4-like myoviruses in the environment and the use of g23 major capsid 

protein (MCP) as a marker for them (Filée et al. 2005). Although genomic analysis has 

discovered other conserved genes within this phage family, g23 remains one of the 

key core single-copy genes (Sullivan et al. 2010). The MCP is the foundation of both 

the T4-like phage's capsid structure and also of the operant phylogeny of the T4 

superfamily. In a study conducted by Comeau et al, they indicate that within the T4 

superfamily there are some clear phylogenetic groups with regard to the more 

conserved and more variable domains of the MCP. These groups could be a result of 

differences in capsid morphology, the arrangement of the MCP lattice, and the 

presence of different capsid accessory proteins between the subgroups of the T4 

superfamily (Comeau and Krisch 2008). Currently, deep sequencing using high-

throughput shortread-based technologies (Roche 454, Illumina MiSeq/NextSeq/ 

HiSeq/NovaSeq platforms, Ion Torrent platforms) remains the primary approach to 

characterizing unculturable viral communities in the gut (Shkoporov and Hill 2019).  

 

It is yet far from clear what specific role phages play maintaining the healthy 

microbiome or initiating dysbiosis, but it is self-evident by analogy with their profound 

influence on marine ecosystems, that they have the potential to dramatically affect the 

abundance and composition of the gut microbiome (Cordingley 2017). 
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1.3.1. Microbial ecosystems 
 

Over the past decade, new and exciting findings in the field of environmental virology 

have spearheaded a recent revival into research of bacterial viruses. Despite the 

recent increased interest in environmental viruses, our knowledge remains sparse. A 

series of recent studies has shown that viruses have the ability to manipulate the life 

histories and evolution of their hosts in remarkable ways, challenging our 

understanding of this almost invisible world (Rohwer and Thurber 2009).  Viruses, 

have proven to be powerful modulators of locally and globally important microbes 

through mortality, horizontal gene transfer, and metabolic reprogramming (Sullivan 

2015). 

 

Many studies have shown that bacteria reshape their symbiotic hosts, by activating a 

wider range of genes to create a healthier environment, and the easiest way of 

checking if an animal needs microbes to develop properly is to deprive it of them. The 

result of this is that some of them cannot survive, an example is the dengue-carrying 

mosquito Aedes aegypti, which makes it to larval stages but fails to progress beyond 

that (Coon et al. 2014). The existence of defensive microbes isn’t surprising, as 

protecting their hosts is an obvious way of guaranteeing their own success, moreover 

antibiotics are created from bacteria. Yet, in many cases, part of the DNA of these 

bacteria belong to phages, by opting for a more passive lifestyle, by integrating their 

DNA into a bacterium’s genome and stay there for many generations. Without these 

phages, bacterial symbionts become useless (Yong 2016).   

 

1.3.2. Phage and bacteria dynamics 
 
Animals rely on their associated microbial communities to aid with digestion, immunity, 

and other aspects of physiology and disease. To understand the structure and 

dynamics of the microbiota, researchers use molecular techniques, including 

metagenomics, metatranscriptomics and metabolomics, but these methods only 

provide a narrow, correlative view of bacteria and phage dynamics (Myhrvold et al. 

2015). However, in combination with model system studies, they have enabled the 

development of numerous ecological theories that characterize complex bacteria and 
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phage dynamics in the gut (Mirzaei and Maurice 2017). Indeed, mucosal surfaces of 

fish appear to be particularly rich in bacteriophage, with concentrations typically four-

fold higher than those found in surrounding environments (Barr et al. 2013).  

 

Widespread bacteriophage predation and lysogenic conversion in bacterial 

populations plays a major role in regulating bacterial biomass, maintaining biodiversity, 

horizontal gene transfer and driving biogeochemical cycles in the earth biosphere 

(Shkoporov and Hill 2019). Lysogenic conversion is an interaction in which expression 

of phage-encoded proteins contributes to bacterial fitness with no apparent value to 

the phage (Feiner et al. 2015). Additionally, they drive microbial evolution by natural 

selection for microbes resistant to infection and via lateral gene transfer. Many viruses 

are strain- specific predators. Therefore, as a particular microbial strain becomes 

dominant in a system, density-dependent predation posits that the viral predators will 

also increase in abundance, reducing the abundance of its prey. This ‘kill- the- winner’ 

hypothesis may explain much of the observed microbial diversity and changes in 

community structure, as niches are opened for other microbial strains to grow and 

dominant microbial species within a system are constantly turned over (Rohwer et al. 

2009).  

 

We are still only scratching the surface of discovery of global viral diversity, have little 

understanding of the functionality of the majority of genes in the global viral gene pool 

and the roles they play in the interaction with their hosts, and are still grappling with 

understanding viral impact on ecological and evolutionary processes (Rohwer and 

Thurber 2009) (Rohwer et al. 2009). Future research may provide and assist in 

answering questions regarding taxonomic composition, community structure, and 

population dynamics (Shkoporov and Hill 2019).  
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1.4. Improving sampling techniques for fish microbiomes to 
reduce animal stress   

 
There is increased focus on the need for reducing invasive sampling of animals in 

research. For studies in fish, swabs can be considered as an alternative and less 

stressful method to the traditional fin clipping method for molecular and biochemical 

studies in to organism health and responses of fish to their environment. Responsible 

research has an obligation to address the principles of the “3Rs”—replacement, 

reduction, and refinement of animals in research  (de Wolf et al. 2007). Although it is 

not yet confirmed that skin swabbing may yield the same DNA concentrations as the 

fin clipping method, it has been shown in an earlier study held by Carl Breaker et al 

2017, that fin clipping is an invasive method, and could cause side effects that may 

affect the outcome of experimental studies, including the potential for secondary 

infections and an elevated nonspecific immune response (Breacker et al. 2017). Fin 

clipping could also affect behavioural interactions, reproductive success, or 

locomotion, as some fish use fins in communication or in reproductive behaviours 

(Breacker et al. 2017). Furthermore, nonterminal anaesthesia treatment required for 

fin clip collection could affect the responses of the fish (and the associated 

microbiomes) behavioural and physiological data recorded from fin-clipped fish (Le 

Vin et al. 2011), by increasing levels of cortisol, causing unintended consequences for 

studies that are influenced by stress responses, such as the immune function 

(Breacker et al. 2017).  

 

Nevertheless, the presence of external stressors can cause changes in the bacterial 

community composition in the mucus of aquatic organisms, resulting in lower species 

diversity with an associated increased occurrence of opportunistic pathogens (Larsen 

et al. 2015). A previous study by Legrand et al 2017, has revealed the bacterial 

assemblages associated with the outer surface mucosal barriers of healthy Yellowtail 

Kingfish using swabs. It was possible through this type of sampling to identify the core 

bacterial community associated with both skin and gills, which was different to that of 

the surrounding environment (Legrand et al. 2017). 
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1.5. Next generation Sequencing   
  

The realisation of the importance of microbial communities to human and 

environmental health has motivated researchers to develop methods for the efficient 

characterization of these communities (Callahan et al. 2016). The development of 

next-generation sequencing has led to a surge in an effort to characterize the 

microbiomes of various vertebrate hosts, a necessary first step to determine the 

functional role these communities play in host evolution or ecology (Cho and Blaser 

2012), and the continual developments in sequencing and analyses provide 

increasingly sophisticated tools to interrogate microbiomes, ultimately to improve our 

understanding of health and disease (Kong and Segre 2017). High throughput 

sequencing technologies have enabled major advances in microbiome research by 

generating enormous new data sets that can be mined for information on the 

composition and functional properties of vast numbers of microbial communities 

(Kuczynski et al. 2011)(Vale and Little 2010), (Cho and Blaser 2012).  

 

The most cost-effective of these methods is the amplification and sequencing of 

targeted genetic elements, and although microbiome data are obtained in several 

ways, amplicon sequencing of taxonomic marker genes such as the 16S rRNA gene 

provides an economically viable census of a community scalable to large projects. 

(Callahan et al. 2016). It is the most common strategy to assess bacterial communities, 

developed initially by Woese and colleagues to establish a comprehensive outline of 

prokaryotic phylogeny, by using RNase T1 oligonucleotide catalogues of 16S 

ribosomal RNA gene  (Fox et al. 1980). This bacterial marker gene is found in all 

bacteria, and has nine hypervariable regions (V1-V9) that can be used to infer 

taxonomy (Cusco et al. 2017). It has been proven the most useful for establishing 

distant relationships because of its high information content, conserved nature, and 

universal distribution (Lane et al. 1985) . Another advantage that the gene encoding 

16S rRNA is supported by the availability of several large databases of reference 

sequences and taxonomies (Callahan et al. 2016) (Kuczynski et al. 2011). 

 

The ability to classify sequences to the genus or species level from amplicon data is a 

function of read length, sample type, the reference database, and the quality of the 
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sequence (Cusco et al. 2017). Ribosomal genes contain both slowly evolving regions 

that can be used to design broad-spectrum PCR primers and fast-evolving regions 

that can be used to classify organisms at finer taxonomic levels, although species-

level resolution might be unfeasible using this information alone (Kuczynski et al. 

2011). This pitfall can be overcome sequencing the full length 16S rRNA gene by third 

generation sequencers (Cusco et al. 2017), and one way to assess the usefulness of 

the various hypervariable regions of the 16S rRNA gene is to compare the taxonomic 

assignments of short fragments (for example, 100–250 base pairs) in these regions 

against those of the full 16S rRNA gene (Kuczynski et al. 2011). With the arrival of 3rd 

generation single-molecule technology sequencers, these short-length associated 

problems can be overcome by sequencing the full or almost full-length of 16S rRNA 

gene with different sets of universal primers. Their higher information content has the 

potential to overcome some of the short-read limitations by allowing for longer 

alignments that potentially can contribute to higher taxonomic specificity, functional 

characterization, and resolution (Brown et al. 2017).  

 

An example of this is the MinION (Oxford Nanopore Technologies), which is a portable, 

single-molecule genome sequencing instrument which directly senses native, 

individual DNA fragments by translating disruptions in the current across a membrane 

as single-stranded DNA passes through a nanopore (Cusco et al. 2017)  (Warwick-

Dugdale et al. 2018). A major advantage of the MinION is low cost, small size, and 

ability to analyse the nucleic acid data in real time in the field by connecting to a laptop. 

(Kerkhof et al. 2017). 
 

Long read technology has also recently been used to improve recovery of viral 

genomes from metagenomic samples, improving the  scaffolding of large novel viral 

genomes, obtaining information on methylation patterns, and for studying population 

structure at a single-virion level, since long reads can, in some cases, represent 

complete or near complete viral genomes (Warwick-Dugdale et al. 2018) (Shkoporov 

and Hill 2019). With further improvement in sequence throughput and error rate 

reduction, the MinION platform shows great promise for precise real-time analysis of 

the composition and structure of more complex microbial communities (Brown et al. 

2017). 
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The aims of this study were to: 

• Characterize the skin microbiomes of tilapia fish in Malawi, to improve our 

understanding of fish skin microbiomes in health, through short read 

sequencing targeting the v4 16S rRNA hypervariable region. 

• Assess the accuracy and efficiency of MinION sequencing for enabling real time 

analysis of the microbial community structure, targeting the full length 16S 

rRNA gene. 

• To evaluate inclusion of bacteriophages in aquaculture microbiome analyses -

- an often ignored, yet crucial part of the microbiome — using amplicon 

sequencing. This was achieved by investigating the presence of T4-like 

myovirus communities. 

• Evaluate whether the use of skin swabs is a successful and reliable method in 

capturing communities, to reduce animal stress and handling during sampling. 

 

Figure 2. A schematic representation of the workflow of the Experimental 
Chapters described in this thesis.   
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Ethics 
 
This study complied with the 3Rs (Reduction, Refinement and Replacement) 

https://nc3rs.org.uk/the-3rs. The following non-invasive procedures were conducted in 

accordance with the approved documentation and no animals were harmed 

throughout this study.     

2.2. Sampling and preservation 
 
Microbiome samples were collected in October 2017 from Malawi fish farms, from two 

geographically distinct sites, Maldeco and Blantyre. Five ponds (ponds 1-5 inclusive) 

were located in Blantyre and two (pond 6 and 7) were located at Maldeco, see Figure 

3.  

 

Figure 3.  Locations of the seven aquaculture ponds in Malawi, where fish 
samples were collected for this study. Five ponds were located in Blantyre (1-5) as 

indicated by the green, dark blue, red, orange and light blue circles and two ponds 

were located in in Maldeco (6 & 7) as indicated by the pink and purple circles. Figure 

adapted from (Cetron et al. 1996).  
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32 tilapia fish were sampled belonging to two different species, Tilapia sparmanii and 

Tilapia rendalli. The length of the sampled fish varied between 103-250cm (Table 1)  

Fish 
sample  

Length Fish 
sample  

Length Fish 
sample  

Length Fish 
sample  

Length 

T1c 135mm T8 140mm T19(s) 138mm Ts 26 g 235mm 

T1f 135mm T9 120mm T20(s) 130mm Ts 27 g 230mm 

T1g 135mm T10 103mm T21(s) 140mm Ts 28 225mm 

T2c 103mm T11 130mm T22(s) 140mm Ts 29 220mm 

T2f 103mm T11 c 130mm T21 154mm Ts 30 192mm 

T2g 103mm T12   145mm T22 190mm Ts 31 210mm 

T3c 112mm T12 c 145mm T23 162mm Ts 32 214mm 

T3f 112mm T13(s) 151mm T24 164mm Ts 28 g 225mm 

T3g 112mm T14(s) 156mm T25 141mm Ts 
29gx2 

220mm 

T4c 112mm T15(s) 160mm Ts 23 225mm Ts 30 g 192mm 

T4f 112mm T16(s) 151mm Ts 24 170mm Ts 31 g 210mm 

T4g 112mm T17(s) 155mm Ts 25 250mm Ts 32 g 214mm 

T5c 115mm T17 115mm Ts 26  235mm   
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T5f 115mm T18 123mm Ts 27 230mm   

T5g 115mm T19 124mm Ts 23 g 225mm   

T6 149mm T20  110mm Ts 24 g 170mm   

T7 113mm T18(s) 135mm Ts 25 g 250mm   

 

Table 1. Sampled tilapia fish and their associated sample name and length. 

 

Three different sample types were collected as shown in Table 2: For pond (rearing 

water) samples, 5 replicates of each of the seven ponds were obtained. 35-100 ml of 

pond water was pushed through polycarbonate filters (47 mm diameter, 0.4 µm pore 

size) until the filter clogged preventing further water extrusion. For incubation samples, 

23 out of the 32 fish (Table 1) were incubated individually in buckets, containing five 

litres of an inlet water source, for a period of approximately 20 minutes and the fish 

then subsequently released (after skin swab sampling – see below). Water from 

buckets was then filtered as described above (see Figure 4). Samples from inlet water 

source only were also taken as background controls (these were accidentally omitted 

from ponds 5 and 7). Filters from pond and incubation samples were preserved in 

100% molecular-grade ethanol, in 2 mL screw-cap tubes. Sterile swabs were used to 

capture the skin and mucus microbial communities, from the gills and caudal, and 

these samples were preserved in RNALater (initially this was done to enable the 

recovery of the ssRNA tilapia lake virus, but no evidence of disease was subsequently 

identified). Swab samples were stored at ambient temperature during transit back to 

the UK and stored at -20°C upon arrival. A schematic of sample processing for this 

project can be found in Figure 2.  
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Type of Sample Number of Samples  Preservation  

Skin Swabs (T) 52 RNAlater 

Pond (rearing water) (P) 35 Ethanol 

Incubation (I) 24 Ethanol 

Incubation controls 5 Ethanol 
 

Table 2. Different sampling methods and preservatives used to collect tilapia 
microbiome samples. Rearing water samples were derived from the ponds where 

the fish were farmed. Incubation control samples represent the water, before fish 

incubation. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Sampling methods used to measure microbial communities and the 

presence of different taxa on the skin and in the mucus secreted by the fish. (a) 
Swab sample: using a sterilised swab to capture the skin microbial community. (b) 
Incubation sample: allowed the fish to swim and shed mucus in a 5 litre bucket filled 

with water from an inlet water source.  
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2.3. DNA extraction protocols for the analysis of microbiome  
 
The DNA extraction protocol was used on all the samples and was used for the 
following 3 experimental chapters. 
 

2.3.1. CTAB / EDTA DNA extraction protocol for filters 

Preparation 
 
Prior to DNA extraction, ethanol was removed from the incubation samples and rearing 

pond water samples, using a freeze dryer (ScanVac CoolSafe Pro with a 4L, -110°C 

condenser). Tubes were kept cold at all times to prevent DNA degradation. After freeze 

drying, tubes were stored at -80°C until processing. To protect samples from 

degradation, lysis buffer (30 mM Tris with 30 mM EDTA, pH 8) was added immediately 

after samples were removed from the freeze dryer. 

DNA Extraction 
 
Sample tubes were removed from -80°C freezer, and 570 µL lysis buffer was added 

immediately. Tubes were vortexed briefly, and returned to -80°C freezer (freeze/thaw 

cycle) for a minimum of one hour.  

Samples were removed from the freezer and thawed briefly in pre-heated 37°C water 

bath. Pre-weighed beads of 0.6g were added and processed on Qiagen TissueLyser 

II bead-beater for 40s at 30 Hertz (Hz). 1µL of Ready-Lyse Lysozyme Solution 

(epicentre)/stock concentration 1000 U/µL, was added and mixed well by inversion. 

Incubation at 37°C took place for 30 mins with frequent mixing, to allow lysozyme to 

work. 30µL of SDS stock (10 %) and 3 µL proteinase K stock were added to each tube. 

An additional incubation took place at 55°C for 1 hr with frequent mixing using a 

rotating incubator. Tubes were transferred to 65°C water bath. 120µL pre-warmed, (at 

65°C) 5 M NaCl was added and mixed well by inversion.  96µL of pre-warmed CTAB 

was placed in each tube, and mixing by inversion and incubating at 65°C for 10 

minutes. 

In a fume hood, 800 µL of chloroform was added and vortexed for 5 seconds. Tubes 

were then centrifuged for 5 minutes at 14 000 x g, 4°C, and kept chilled on ice. The 
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top aqueous layer was removed (approx. 700 uL) into a clean 1.5 mL tube, without 

disrupting the interface. An additional 700µL of chloroform was vortexed for 5 seconds. 

Tubes were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 14 000 x g, 4°C. With a 100 µL pipette, the 

top aqueous layer was transferred to a clean 1.5 mL tube. Total volume obtained was 

recorded from each tube without disturbing the interface. 1 µL of Linear polyacrylamide 

solution (GenElute LPA Sigma) was added to each 1.5 mL tube, vortex briefly. For 

each tube, the volume of aqueous layer was recorded and 0.7x v/v isopropanol was 

added to precipitate the DNA.  Tubes were incubated in the dark at room temperature 

for at least 1 hour or overnight.  

To pellet the DNA, tubes were centrifuged at maximum speed (~21 000 x g) for 30 

minutes. All tubes were oriented carefully and consistently in the centrifuge, e.g. with 

hinges facing outward, so that pellets are in the same place in each tube. 

Supernatant was removed by decanting and pipetting, with caution not to disturb the 

pellet. Pellets were washed with 400 µL ice-cold 70% ethanol and tubes were 

centrifuged at maximum speed for 10 minutes at 4°C. Ethanol was removed and the 

pellets were air-dried for 5 minutes. DNA was resuspended in 50 µL of TE buffer, 

mixing gently by flicking the tube.  

Each sample was quantified using a Qubit fluorometer, using the Qubit 2.0 broad-

range kit. Samples were stored at -20°C.  

Removal of inhibitory RNALater from tissue swabs to enable 16S 
rRNA PCR 

 
DNA extraction from swabs required extensive protocol development to remove 

inhibitory RNAlater from the samples into which they had been collected. Fourteen 

swab samples randomly selected from all ponds were used in these trials to optimise 

extraction protocols. 

The whole ~2 ml contents of the sample including the swab was added to a 50 mL 

Falcon tube containing 23 mL of 1x PBS and vortexed at maximum speed for 30 sec, 

to allow DNA material to detach from the swab. The swab and liquid were transferred 

into a syringe, where it was pushed through a Sterivex filter unit (0.22 µm). Filters were 

then removed by cutting the tip with a pipe cutter, and in a sterile petri dish filters were 
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cut from their inner casing. Filters were then cut into smaller pieces using sterilized 

forceps and a scalpel (Le Vin et al. 2011).  

Finally, the small filter pieces were transferred into a 1.5 ml Eppendorf containing lysis 

buffer, and DNA was extracted following the same procedure described previously.  

 

2.4. Investigating bacterial skin microbiomes in tilapia 
aquaculture using Illumina 

Primers used for V4 16S rRNA, were based on those adopted by the Earth Microbiome 

project: 

(EMP; http://www.earthmicrobiome.org/emp-standard-protocols/16s/). Previously, 

both primers had been modified to reduce bias against Thaumarchaeota and SAR11 

by adding additional degeneracy to the forward primer (Walters and et al. 2016). For 

this work, we used the updated versions here:  

515fB: GTGYCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA 

806rB: GGACTACNVGGGTWTCTAAT.  

 

These primers produce an amplicon of ~291 bp, enabling near-complete overlap of 

forward and reverse reads on a paired-end run using v2 chemistry (2x250 bp). During 

merging of paired-end reads, the overlapping region between them can be deployed 

for correcting sequencing errors and potentially yield sequences of higher quality, 

resulting in a very low sequencing error rate. This is preferred over a longer amplicon 

with potentially more taxonomic resolution but a higher error rate (Rohwer et al. 2018) 

(Zhang et al. 2014). 

    

2.4.1. PCR and library preparation 

The DNA extracted was diluted to 2ng/µL and arrayed in 96 well plate format, using a 

cold rack to keep the samples cool. A temporary seal was used as a cover to avoid 

contamination. The multi-welled plate was placed in a centrifuge briefly to remove air 

bubbles. 
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The PCR reaction in each well contained a total volume of 50µL: 2.5µL DNA, 25µL 

NEBnext mix, and 2.5µL of each 10µM primer. The thermocycler was preheated to 

98ºc, and cycling parameters were: 98°C for 30s, 30 cycles of 98°C for 10 s, 55°C for 

30 s and 72°C for 30 s with a final extension at 72°C for 2 min. Each plate contained 

a negative control, nuclear-free water, and a positive control (mock community), from 

ZymoBIOMICS® Microbial Community DNA standard, lot number ZRC190811. 

Amplified DNA was barcoded using a dual-barcode approach (Kozich et al. 2013) prior 

to sequencing. 4 µL from each sample underwent electrophoresis on a 1% agarose 

gel in TAE buffer (Tris-acetate EDTA) to verify successful amplification. 

2.4.2. Library clean up and input normalization 

Library clean-up was performed using pre-prepared Solid-phase Reversible 

Immobilization (SPRI) magnetic beads, following the (DeAngelis et al. 1995) protocol. 

The bead mix was kept at room temperature for 30 min before use.  0.8x volume of 

the bead mix was added into each tube (3 in total). The mix was kept for 2 minutes on 

the magnetic beads to allow the DNA to bind to the magnets. The supernatant was 

then removed and discarded. An ethanol 80% wash took place, by adding 200 µL of 

ethanol, and incubated on the magnets for 2 minutes. Ethanol wash was repeated 

once. Ethanol residue was removed with a fine tip, and left to air dry for 10 min on 

magnetic stand.  Magnets were removed, and 22.5 µL TE + Tween were added. These 

were mixed by pipetting up and down, and incubated for 2 minutes at room 

temperature, and another 2 min on the magnet.  

The samples were individually quantified using the Promega QuantiFluorONE kit and 

each was diluted to 4 nM with 10 mM Tris (pH 8.5). Each sample was pooled into 

single wells (i.e. 1 well/plate) and the plates were pooled to equal concentration into a 

single well (i.e. 1 well per run). The pooled library of samples included control 

extractions with sterile swabs, and negative controls for each DNA extraction plate and 

PCR plate.  

2.4.3. Sequencing 
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The DNA was sequenced, in one sequence run using 250 bp paired-end sequence 

reads, on MiSeq (v.2.0), (Illumina Inc.), run by the Exeter Sequencing Service 

(University of Exeter, UK).   

2.4.4. Sequencing analysis 
 
In order to determine the bacterial microbiome of tilapia fish skin, amplicon sequencing 

of the V4 16S rRNA hypervariable region gene was employed, and then processing 

the samples for taxonomic composition. Sequences that are much longer or shorter 

than the expected product size for V4 may be the result of non-specific priming. After 

quality filtering, the median sequence length of each read was 253 bp, therefore 

sequences shorter than 252 bp and longer than 254 bp were removed in accordance 

with protocols established in the DADA2 pipeline (Callahan et al. 2016), This was to 

assist in improving taxonomic assignment. 

Microbial community analysis was performed using DADA2 pipeline (Callahan et al. 

2016) (1.8), followed by PhyloSeq to determine bacterial community composition. The 

analysis of microbiological communities brings many challenges: the integration of 

many different types of data with methods from ecology, genetics, phylogenetics, 

network analysis, visualization and multivariate statistics. Phyloseq is a package used 

as a tool to import, store, analyse and graphically display complex phylogenetic 

sequencing data that has already been clustered into Operational Taxonomic Units 

(OTUs) or Amplicon Sequence Variants (ASVs), which serve as taxonomic classifiers.  

Phyloseq seeks to facilitate the use of R for efficient interactive and reproducible 

analysis of OTU-clustered high-throughput amplicon sequencing data. This is 

particularly useful when there is associated sample data for evaluating ecological 

drivers of community composition and taxonomic assignment of the OTUs from many 

communities for comparison (Koblitz et al. 2017) (McMurdie and Holmes 2013). 

 

In order to assess sampling depth (i.e. whether the community had been sufficiently 

sampled to capture the majority of taxa), rarefaction analysis was performed in 

PhyloSeq. Rarefaction Curves are a model for estimating the number of species in 

any assembly, and are used to predict the relationship between sampling effort and 
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species to be found, allowing a meaningful standardization and comparison of 

datasets (Gotelli and Colwell 2001), (Koblitz et al. 2017). Seven samples were 

discarded due to low sampling depth, including negative controls comprising filtered 

nuclear free water processed exactly as other samples to remove any bacteria 

associated with kit contamination from the samples.  

2.4.5. Statistical analysis 
 
To summarize and compare the bacterial community structure with respect to its 

richness (number of taxonomic groups) and evenness (distribution of abundances of 

the groups), alpha diversity metrics were measured. In microbial ecology, analysing 

the alpha diversity of amplicon sequencing data is a common first approach to 

assessing differences between environments (Willis 2019). To compare the alpha-

diversity and the differential abundance of microbiome data, Shannon diversity of all 

samples was calculated within PhyloSeq, and mean Shannon diversity for each 

sample type were compared using pairwise t-tests to evaluate bacterial population 

abundance and alpha diversity between sample types.  

Beta-diversity and statistical differences between sample types were assessed using 

Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) and ANOSIM (Primer-e software (v.7) 

https://www.primer-e.com/), respectively. All P-values were corrected for multiple 

hypothesis testing with the Benjamini–Hochberg false discovery rate method 

(Benjamini and Hochberg. 1995). Ordination analyses for all sample types were 

generated with the Bray-Curtis distance metric. One-way crossed SIMPER analysis 

was calculated, between different sample types, using the Primer-e software (v.7) 

https://www.primer-e.com/, to estimate the per-taxon contribution to Bray-Curtis 

distances between sample types. A cut off for low contributions was set at a ranked 

cumulative value of 70% dissimilarity. All figures were created in RStudio (169) with 

the PhyloSeq (v. 1.14.0) and ggplot2 (v. 2.1.0) packages.   

Cyanobacterial amplicon sequence variants were selected for further study to 

determine if enrichment in swab samples was evidence of host-specific, 

cyanobacterial taxa exclusively associated with the mucosal layer. Classification of 

selected ASVs were aligned using SILVA Incremental Aligner (SINA) (Pruesse et al. 

2012). 
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2.5. Sequencing full length 16S rRNA using the Oxford 
Nanopore Technologies MinION™ sequencer 

 
For DNA and the library preparation, the Oxford Nanopore protocol 1D PCR barcoding 

amplicons (SQK-LSK109) was followed. Specifically, amplifying ~1,500bp fragments 

of the full 16S rRNA gene. Bacterial DNA was amplified by PCR for 11 samples, 

chosen based on available DNA quantities across incubation, swab and rearing water 

(pond) sample types. The primer set 27F-1492R was used to amplify V1-V9 

hypervariable regions of the 16S rRNA gene. This universal primer set is the most 

commonly used when assessing full length 16S rRNA gene, because it has been 

shown to successfully amplify all known bacterial taxa (Mao et al. 2012). The primers 

used in this study are listed in Table 3, and contain some ambiguous bases (2, 5) for 

forward and reverse primers respectively, to make the primers more universal (Cusco 

et al. 2017).  

Primer name Sequence Target  Referenc
e  

27F GTGYCAGCMGCCGCGGTA*A (19) Full 16S rRNA (Frank et 

al. 2008) 
1492R CCGYCAATTYMTTTRAGTT*T (20) Full 16S rRNA 

 

Table 3. Primers used to amplify V1-V9 hypervariable regions of the 16S rRNA 
gene (full-length). Asterisks refer to the location of the modified phosphorothioate 

bonds, to prevent nuclease degradation (Skerra 1992). The number in brackets after 

the sequence refers to the length of the primer.  

2.5.1. PCR amplification and clean-up 

2.5.1.a PCR 
 
The bacterial DNA was amplified by creating a final PCR mixture of (50 µL), which 

contained 3 µL (2ng/µL) of DNA for each sample, 25 µL of NEBnext, and 1 µL of each 

primer (10µM). The PCR thermal profile consisted of an initial denaturation step for 

30s at 98°C, followed by 35 cycles for 30s at 98°C, 45s at primer-adjusted annealing 
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temperature at 59°C, followed by 90s at 72°C, 30s at 72°C for extension. To assess 

possible reagent contamination, each set of PCR reactions included a no template 

control (NTC) sample. 

The PCR thermal profile consisted of an initial denaturation step for 30s at 98°C, 

followed by 35 cycles for 30s at 98°C, 45s at 59ºC and 90s at 72°C for annealing, and 

a final extension for 30s at 72°C. Primer concentrations for 27F-1492R primer was 

0.4µM of 27F and 0.8µM of 1492R. extension, and a final extension step for 7 min at 

72°C. Following the PCR round, a clean-up step using AMPure XP beads at 0.5X 

concentration was used to discard short fragments and the DNA quantity was 

assessed using Qubit fluorometer.   

2.5.1.b PCR clean-up (Ampure Beads) 

The library clean-up and normalization was performed using AMPure magnetic beads, 

using a 40 % bead wash (17.2 µL of beads in 43 µL of PCR product). Beads were 

brought to room temperature for 5 minutes before use. The mixture was placed on a 

magnetic holder for 10 minutes. The supernatant was discarded. Two ethanol washes 

took place, by adding 200 µL of freshly prepared 70 % ethanol to the beads. The 

supernatant was removed with a fine tip to allow the beads to air dry. Finally, 26 µL of 

NFW (heated at 55°C) was added to elute the DNA, and 1 µL was used to quantify the 

DNA in each sample using the Qubit fluorometer. 

2.5.1.c Library preparation and barcoding 
 
Following the protocol, we performed an end-repair/ dA tailing of fragmented DNA, by 

gently mixing 45 µL < 1 µg end-repaired DNA, 7 µL of Ultra II End-prep reaction buffer 

and 3 µL Ultra II End-prep enzyme mix. Samples were transferred to a 0.2 µL PCR 

tube, and incubated in the thermocycler for 5 min, at 20°C, followed by 5 min at 65°C. 

60µL of resuspended AMPure XP beads were added to the end-prep reaction, and 

mixed by pipetting, followed by a rotator mixer at room temperature for 5 min. Samples 

were spun down and pelleted on a magnet. Supernatant was pipetted and discarded 

while the tubes were on the magnet. An ethanol wash was performed twice by washing 

the beads with 200 µL of freshly prepared 70 % ethanol. The ethanol was removed 

and discarded, without disturbing the pellet.  The tubes were spun down and placed 

back on the magnet. Any residual ethanol was removed by using a fine pipette. It was 
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allowed to dry for ~10 min. Tubes were removed from the magnetic rack and pellet 

was resuspended in 25 µL nuclease-free water at 55 °C. The tubes were kept at room 

temperature for 2 min. Beads were pelleted on the magnet until the eluate was clear 

and colourless. 25 µL of eluate was removed and transferred into a clean 1.5 ml 

Eppendorf DNA LoBind tube. 1 µL of DNA was quantified using a Qubit fluorometer.  

To multiplex sequences on the MinION run, native barcode oligomers (Oxford 

Nanopore) were ligated onto amplicons prior to final library preparation. Native 

barcodes were thawed at room temperature, using for one barcode per sample. 500 

ng of each end-prepped sample was diluted to 22.5 µL in nuclease-free water and 2.5 

µL of native barcode and 25 µL of blunt/TA ligase master mix were added to the 22.5 

µL 500 ng blunted DNA, mixed by flicking the tube after each addition and spun down. 

The reaction was incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. Resuspended 

AMPure XP beads (50 µL) were added to the reaction and mixed by pipetting. Tubes 

were incubated for 5 minutes, on a rotator mixer at room temperature, followed by 2 

ethanol washes as described previously. The tubes were removed from the magnetic 

rack and the pellets were resuspended in 26 µL nuclease-free water. Tubes were 

incubated for 2 minutes at room temperature and beads were pelleted on the magnet 

until the eluate was clear and colourless.  

26 µL of the eluate was removed and transferred into a clean 1.5 ml Eppendorf DNA 

LoBind tube. Finally, the beads were disposed of and 1 µL of each barcoded DNA 

sample was quantified, using a Qubit fluorometer. Equimolar amounts of each 

barcoded sample were pooled into a DNA LoBind 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube to produce a 

pooled sample of >700 ng total. 1 µL of pooled and barcoded DNA was used for 

quantification on a Qubit fluorometer. 700 ng of the pooled sample was diluted into 50 

µL in Nuclease-free water for adapter ligation.  

The adapter ligation step was performed by adding 50 µL 700 ng pooled barcoded 

sample to 20 µL Barcode Adapter Mix (BAM), 20 µL NEBNext Quick Ligation Reaction 

Buffer (5X), and 10 µL Quick T4 DNA Ligase. The tubes were gently flicked and spun 

down. All the reagents used in this step were initially thawed and mixed with a quick 

spin down and pipetting, to ensure the mixing of the contents of the reaction. The 

reaction was incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. 40 µL of resuspended 
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AMPure XP beads were added to the adapter ligation reaction from the previous step 

and mixed by pipetting.  

Using a rotator mixer, the reaction was incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature 

and placed on a magnetic rack, to allow beads to pellet. Supernatant was removed by 

using a fine pipette. This was followed by adding 140 μl of ABB Buffer (ABB) to the 

beads. The beads were resuspended by flicking the tube, and then pelleted on the 

magnetic rack, and the supernatant was removed. The previous step was repeated, 

and the beads were suspended in 15 µL Elution Buffer, followed by an incubation of 

10 min at room temperature. The beads were placed on the magnet until the eluate 

was clear and colourless. As a final step, 15 µL of eluate, which contains the DNA 

library was retained and transferred into a clean 1.5 ml Eppendorf DNA LoBind tube. 

The DNA was quantified using a Qubit fluorometer.  

2.5.1.d Priming the SpotON Flow Cell  
 
The flow cell was inspected to confirm no air bubbles were present, and to ensure the 

buffer was continuous throughout the flow cell. A priming mix was made by mixing 

480 µL RBF (Running Buffer with Fuel Mix), and 520 µL nuclease-free water. The flow 

cell priming port was then loaded with 800 µL priming mix. After 5 min, the remaining 

primer mix was then loaded and left at room temperature for a further 5 minutes. 

2.5.1.e Library loading  
 
A library loading mix was made consisting of RBF (25.5 µL), DNA library (11.0 µL), 

LLB (26.6 µL) and nuclease-free water (12 µL) resulting in a total volume of 75 µL. 

The final mix was mixed by inversion and spun down. The mix was finally loaded 

dropwise onto the SpotON sample port. The sequencing run was then initiated through 

the MinKNOW software and ran uninterrupted for 48 hours. After 24 hours, an 

additional 70 µL of RBF was added via the SpotON port to refuel the flowcell and 

improve yield. 

2.5.1.f Sequencing analysis 
 
Base calling was performed using Guppy v.2.3.5. The new Flip-flop algorithm was 

used to maximise the accuracy of reads (92-95% accuracy).  Adapters and barcodes 
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were trimmed using Porechop (https://github.com/rrwick/Porechop), and reads were 

assigned into groups, according to their barcodes. Reads were only included if a 

barcode was detected at both ends to increase stringency and minimise cross-talk 

between samples. Reads with barcodes and/or adapters in the middle of the read were 

also discarded (these can occur if two reads go through the same pore in quick 

succession). 

As a final step, reads were filtered to  remove sequences shorter than 1,200bp and 

longer than 1,800bp (Cusco et al. 2017), using seqtk (https://github.com/lh3/seqtk). 

Trimmed reads were classified using SINA (Pruesse et al. 2012) against the SILVA 

database (https://www.arb-silva.de/). The workflow of the of this study is shown in 

Figure 5.  

 

 

Figure 5. Work flow for MinION sequencing of full length 16S rRNA primer sets. 
Swab, incubation, and rearing water samples were selected from ponds six and 
seven. The sequencing kit SQK-LSK109 was used, and different types of software 

were applied at different steps to filter reads based on quality. This figure was adapted 

from (Cusco et al. 2017).  
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2.5.1.g Statistical analysis  
 
All quantitative and qualitative statistical analyses were conducted in “R” version 3.5.1. 

All samples were converted to relative abundance by dividing the number of reads 

assigned to each taxon by the total number of reads assigned to all taxa within a 

sample. Alpha-diversity of all samples was measured using Shannon diversity, 

followed by the mean Shannon diversity for all samples types excluding the negative 

control. Sample MLW_I6b was discarded due to a low number (<1000) of reads.  

2.6. Comparing microbial populations in samples using 
Illumina versus MinION sequencing  

 
A comparison was made to compare the use of full length, but error prone 16S rRNA 

amplicons to shorter, but high-accuracy Illumina reads for capturing microbial 

communities. Each sample was sequenced using the full length 16S rRNA on the 

MinION and using the standard V4 2x300 bp Illumina run. The abundance of the top 

five phyla for each sequencing method was evaluated to assess whether the two 

methods recovered similar microbial community profiles. 

.  

 

2.7. Evaluating T4 Bacteriophages in Tilapia Skin 
Microbiomes 

 
 
The conserved gene encoding the major capsid protein (g23), was utilised to 

investigate T4- like myovirus communities present in the previously extracted and 

quantified bacterial microbiomes, following the protocol carried out by Chow et al. 

(Chow and Fuhrman 2012). To evaluate the use of these primers for assessing 

bacteriophage diversity, a trial was first conducted on samples selected from each of 

the three sampling types (rearing pond water, incubation, and skin swabs) based on 

available DNA quantities. T4 (ATCC 11303-B4) DNA extracted from a pure culture 

was used as a positive control.  
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2.7.1. Isolation of DNA from T4 Phage lysate  
 
T4 (ATCC 11303-B4) was propagated in a 50 mL overnight culture of E. coli 

(ATCC11303) in LB medium with 0.5 % NaCl. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation 

and the supernatant was filtered using Sterivex filter (0.22 µL filter units). 6.5 g of NaCl 

was added to 100 µL filtered phage suspension (a final concentration of 1 M), and 

incubated for 1 hour on ice, followed by a 10 min centrifugation at 11,000xg. The 

supernatant was then transferred to a new bottle. 10g of Polyethylene Glycol 8000 at 

100g/l, was added and mixed by shaking.  

The mix was incubated for 1 hour on ice, followed by another centrifugation step for 

10 min. at 10,000xg. The supernatant was discarded carefully. Bottles were set upside 

down on paper towels to drain the remaining liquid. The inside of the bottles was rinsed 

twice with 1-2 ml SM buffer. 1 ml was collected in two (2 ml) microcentrifuge tubes. 1 

ml of resin was added to each 2 ml tube after shaking to resuspend and TE was heated 

to 80°C. A column was attached to a 3 ml syringe and samples were pushed through, 

1 ml at a time. Subsequently, 2 ml of 80 % isopropanol was pushed through each 

column, 1 ml at a time. The column was placed back in the original 2 ml tube, and then 

transferred in a new 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube, where 100 µL of 65°C TE was added 

to elute. This was followed by a brief vortex and centrifuge for 30 sec. at 10,000xg. 

Finally, the concentration of isolated DNA was quantified using a Qubit fluorometer, 

using the Qubit 2.0, broad-range kit.  

2.7.2.  PCR of T4 (g23 major capsid protein gene) (No barcodes) 
 
 
To amplify and sequence the g23 major capsid protein gene on the Illumina MiSeq 

platform, the initial PCR was performed with g23 primers as follows: 

Primer name Sequence Target  Reference  

T4-SuperF1 GAYHTIKSIGGIGTICARCCIAT
G 

g23 major capsid 
protein 
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T4-SuperR1 GCIYKIARRTCYTGIGCIARYTC g23 major capsid 
protein 

(Chow and 
Fuhrman 
2012) 

 

Table 4. T4 primers used to amplify g23 major capsid protein gene in T4 
bacteriophages, with degeneracies of 48 and 128, respectively. The expected 

fragment size ranges from 400–500 bp (Chow and Fuhrman 2012). 

The PCR reaction run for each sample contained 2 ng of DNA (3µL), 1x ThermoPol 

Buffer (includes 20 mM MgSO4, NEB), additional 1.75 mM MgCl2 (final concentration 

is 3.75 mM), 0.25 mM each dNTP, 400 nM each primer, 10 mg BSA (Sigma #7030) 

and 5 units Taq DNA polymerase (NEB) with a final volume of 50 µL.  

Cycling parameters were as follows: 95°C for 5 min, 35 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 54°C 

for 30 s and 72°C for 30 s with a final extension at 72°C for 9.5 min. Five microlitres of 

each PCR reaction was electrophoresed in 1% agarose in 1x TBE, pH 8.0 at 100 V 

for 60 min to verify amplification.       

A concentration gradient PCR was performed by repeating the same protocol above 

for other samples using the same T4 DNA extract. DNA concentrations were as 

follows: 1, 2, 5, 10 ng/µL.  

2.7.3. T4 Barcoded Primers 
 
To multiplex samples on a single run, barcodes were added to the T4-like Myoviridae 

amplicons. Phased spacers were used to increase library yields by increasing the 

heterogeneity of the base calls during the cycle. The same protocol as above was 

followed. Primers were customized and ordered from Eurofins (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Primer scheme for dual indexing of T4-like Myoviridae amplicons using 
Illumina.  

 

PCR conditions were the same as the protocol followed for the non-barcoded primers, 

except the concentration of primers were 2.5 µM, and the volume of the primers used 

for each sample was 2 µL.   

2.7.4. Temperature gradient PCR 
 
To optimise the PCR product and reduce the amount of primer dimers present as by-

products, a temperature gradient PCR was performed, concentration and the amount 

of primer added to the PCR reaction was modified; the concentration of primers were 

10µM, and the volume of the primers used for each sample was 1 µL. Cycling 

parameters were as follows: 95°C for 5 min, 35 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 57°C for 30 s 

and 72°C for 30 s with a final extension at 72°C for 9.5 min.  Five microlitres of each 

PCR reaction was electrophoresed in 1% agarose in 1x TBE, pH 8.0 at 100 volts, for 

60 min to verify amplification.  
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Following the temperature gradient, a PCR was performed with the chosen annealing 

temperature (57.5ºC) to reduce primer dimers, for selected samples and T4 DNA 

extract also. This was performed several times. The concentration of the primers 

ranged from 1- 2.5 µM. 

 

 Finally, our last attempt to amplify the g23 gene using the T4 barcoded primers, was 

by creating a concentration gradient for the barcoded primers, using the same 

successful sample “P4a”. An annealing temperature 54 ºC was chosen for this cycle. 

Concentration of the primers was as follows:  1µM, 1.4 µM, 2.5µM.  
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Attempt primer Type Conc P.  

 (10µM)  

Vol. p. Annealing 

temp. 

DNA con. Product 

size 

1 Super 
T4 

Pond 
Swab 

1µM 2µL 54 ºC 2ng/µL 400bp 

2 Super 
T4 

Pond 
Swab 
Incub.  

1µM 2µL 54 ºC 2ng/µL 400bp 

3 Super 
T4 

Swab 
Incub. 

1µM 2µL 54 ºC 2ng/µL 400bp 
Pos 600 

4 *conc. 
Gradient 

Super 
T4 

T4 
DNA 

1µM 2µL 54 ºC 2ng/µL 600bp 

5 BC T4, 
Pond 

2.5µM 2µL 54 ºC 2ng/µL  400 
Pos 500 

6 *temp 
Gradient 

BC T4 1µM 1µL (44-60)ºC 2ng/µL 600bp 

7 BC T4 1µM 1µL 57.5ºC 2ng/µL Non, 
Pos 500 

8*conc. 
Gradient 

BC Pond 2.5µM, 
1.4µM, 
1µM  

1µL 54 ºC 2ng/µL Non 
Pos 500 

 
 

Table 5. Optimizing methods for PCR with T4 Myoviridae barcoded primers, 

showing the volumes and concentration of the primers used in each step.     
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2.7.5. PCR Purification and Sequencing 
 
Due to the failure to get successful amplification using barcoded primers, we selected 

one sample (P4a) to proceed with evaluating the T4-primers without barcoding for 

ground-truthing future studies. Amplicons for sample P4a (a rearing water sample from 

pond 4) was selected, which was amplified using the barcoded primers. A gel 

extraction was performed using the QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen, 

Courtaboeuf, France), by following the manual instructions. The g23 products were 

prepared for Illumina sequencing by adding 1 μL of each purified PCR product to the 

reaction mix, except g23-only primers were replaced with an Illumina compatible g23 

primer construct (Illumina Inc.), as shown in Figure 6, by the Exeter Sequencing 

Service (University of Exeter, UK). 

 

2.7.6. Sequencing Analysis  
 
Paired-end sequence reads were filtered, trimmed, concatenated and processed with 

DADA2 as described previously. Primers were removed from each sequence. 

Sequences (g23 gene) were clustered into ASVs as described previously. Nucleotide 

sequence similarity searches were performed for 10 randomly selected ASVs using 

BLASTN, on the National Center for Biotechnology Information ( 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) website against the NT database, to validate 

that ASVs were indeed representative of T4-like myoviridae capsid genes.   

A phylogenetic tree of ASV sequences was created using the Interactive tree of life 

(iTOL) v.4 online tool with default parameters, and plotted with ASV abundance in 

the single sample to evaluate phylogenetic diversity and community evenness. 

Alpha-diversity was also calculated for this single sample. 
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3.  Results and Discussion  

 v4 16S rRNA gene amplification  
 

Three different types of samples were obtained from the field for sequencing: skin 

swab samples to capture the mucosal microbial communities, fish incubation samples 

and rearing water samples (ponds), obtained from seven different ponds in Malawi 

(Figure 3 and Table 6). These samples were sequenced using Illumina MiSeq (2 × 

250 bp) paired-end reads, targeting the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene. 2,139,615 

raw reads were obtained from 116 samples. Relative abundances of taxa were 

estimated in each sample using the DADA2 v1.8 (Callahan et al. 2018) and PhyloSeq 

software packages to resolve taxonomic units at a resolution of as little as one 

nucleotide per amplicon. The end product is an amplicon sequence variant (ASV), and 

the number of times each ASV was observed in each sample was recorded. Despite 

the popularity of clustering-based methods that identify taxon- independent 

operational taxonomic units (OTUs) using a sequence similarity threshold (Eren et al. 

2013), researchers are forced to employ relatively low similarity thresholds (usually 

97%) to minimize inflation of the number of OTUs because of random sequencing 

errors. ASVs are reusable across studies, reproducible in future data sets and are not 

limited by incomplete reference databases. These improvements are sufficient enough 

for ASVs to replace OTUs as the standard unit of marker-gene analysis and reporting 

(Callahan et al. 2017). Following the pre-processing of the reads, which included 

quality-based trimming, paired end merging, de-replication and chimera removal, 

1,689,361 reads were retained for further analysis. 

 

To remove non-specific priming, ASVs with a length less than 252bp, and greater than 

254bp (based on ASV length distribution across all remaining samples) were removed. 

514 chimeric sequences (<1% of the total) were identified, leaving a total of 14,424 

unique ASVs.  
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Sample type No. of samples No. of reads 

Ponds  35 676,740  

Incubations 
Incubation control  

24 
5 

 289,513  
 78,206 

Swabs    52  644,902   

Total Reads  116 1,689,361 

 
 
Table 6. The number and percentage of final reads for each sample type. Results 

obtained after pre-processing the reads for the V4 16S rRNA genes of the microbial 

community.  

 
 

3.1. Community compositional analysis in the fish and water 
samples: (skin swabs, and fish incubation and rearing pond 
waters)  

 
Although the number of reads that were assigned to a taxonomy was 75.5%, only 

2.3% of the reads reached species level classification. Overall, the top 20 taxa in all 

sample types, were represented by the following seven phyla: Cyanobacteria, 

Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Verrucomicrobia, Planctomycetes 

(Table 7). In total, they represented 88% of all reads. Proteobacteria dominated the 

top 20 ASVs, (up to 37.9%), followed by Cyanobacteria (11.57%), Actinomycetes 

(8.6%), Bacteroidetes (7.88%), Planctomycetes (6.98%), and  Verrucomicrobia 

(5.01%). Three of the Cyanobacteria ASVs could only be assigned to Family level, as 

“Family I” due to limitations in the SILVA database. 
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ASV Phylum Further Taxonomic Classification 

ASV 1 Cyanobacteria Subsection III, Family I 

ASV 2 Cyanobacteria Subsection III, Family I, Microcystis 

ASV 3 Cyanobacteria Subsection III, Family I 

ASV 4 Cyanobacteria Subsection III, Family I 

ASV 5 Proteobacteria Burkholderiaceae, Ralstonia 

ASV 6 Cyanobacteria Family I, Synechococcus 

ASV 7 Actinobacteria Frankiales, Sporichthaceae, HgcI clade 

ASV 8 Bacteroidetes Cytophagales, Cytophagaceae 

ASV 9 Proteobacteria Rhizobiales, Methylocystaceae, Methylocystis 

ASV 10 Proteobacteria Burkholderiaceae, Polynucleobacter 

ASV 11 Proteobacteria Sphingomonadaceae, Sphingomonas 

ASV 12 Verrucomicrobia Chthinobacteriales, LD29 

ASV 13 Planctomycetes Plactomycetaceae, Pirellula 

ASV 14 Proteobacteria Comamonadaceae, Pelomonas 

ASV 15 Proteobacteria  Comamonadaceae 

ASV 16 Cyanobacteria Subsection III, Family I, Cyanobium  

ASV 17 Actinobacteria Frankiales, Sporichthaceae, HgcI clade 
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ASV 18 Proteobacteria  Comamonadaceae 

ASV 19 Verrucomicrobia Chthinobacteriales, LD29 

ASV 20 Actinobacteria Frankiales, Sporichthaceae, HgcI clade 

 

 Table 7. Top 20 ASVs of tilapia microbiome communities (fish skin, rearing 
water (pond), incubation and incubation control samples). Showing the highest 

abundant taxa represented across all sample types, and the last taxonomic 

classification reached for each ASV.  

 

3.1.1. Species Richness 
 

Species richness in each sample was evaluated using rarefaction. Across all samples, 

rarefaction curves were asymptotic, shown in Figure 7, suggesting sufficient sampling 

depth had been achieved to saturate sample diversity. Less variation (spread of the 

asymptotes) was shown in pond (rearing water) samples, and the highest variation 

was seen in swab samples.   
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Figure 7. Sequence coverage represented by rarefaction curves. Sampling effort 

captured the majority of microbial diversity in each sample. Each colour represents 

the sample type, and the numbers represent the different ponds they were sampled 

from.  

3.1.2. Microbial alpha diversity across sample types and location 
 
Shannon diversity was employed to measure the richness and evenness across all 

samples types taken from the seven different ponds. Four out of seven ponds had 
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swab samples with a higher diversity than incubation samples as shown in Figure 8. 

Rearing water samples were generally less diverse than incubation and swab 

samples. Pond 4 showed the lowest diversity for swab samples. Alpha-diversity in the 

incubation control samples was variable, with low diversity observed in ponds 1 and 6 

(3.94 and 4.0), compared to other sample sites (5.26, 5.33 and 5.67 for ponds 2, 3 

and 5, respectively). The mean Shannon diversity for pond samples (4.63 ± 0.05 s.e), 

incubation samples (4.71 ± 0.21 s.e.), incubation control samples (4.84 ± 0.36 s.e.) 

and swab samples (4.41 ± 0.12 s.e.) were not significantly different ( Q> 0.05, pairwise 

t-test, adjusted for multiple testing with Benjamini-Hochberg). 

 

Guided by the similarity in alpha diversity between incubation control samples and 

incubation samples; and the fact that two of the ponds (5 and 7) were missing 

incubation controls, incubations and incubation controls were pooled together for each 

pond as ‘incubation’ samples for evaluating statistical differences in community 

composition. One-way analysis of variance (ANOSIM) was performed in Primer-e 

software v.7, https://www.primer-e.com, using the type of sample as factors to 

determine if communities were significantly different between sample types. A pairwise 

analysis of differences in community composition was performed (ANOSIM, 999 

permutations). There was no significant difference between communities associated 

with incubation and swab samples (R=0.023, P=0.204). Incubation and rearing water 

communities were significantly different (R=0.114, P=0.006), as were rearing water 

and swab communities (R=0.082, P=0.009). 
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Figure 8. Alpha-diversity, measured by Shannon Diversity Index. Alpha diversity 

was plotted for all 7 ponds, with the colour representing different sample types 

(incubation, incubation control, pond (rearing water), and swab). Incubations and 

swabs generally had a higher diversity than rearing water samples.  
 

 

3.1.3. Structural diversity of microbial communities 
 
Beta-diversity analysis was measured using Nonmetric multidimensional scaling 

(NMDS) ordination analysis for all sample types, showing notable differentiation 
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among bacterial communities, as they grouped mainly by origin, as seen in Figure 9. 

Rearing water samples had the lowest variance in community structure. Swab 

samples showed the greatest variance in community structure and diversity, 

potentially as a result of greater community variance across individual fish. 

Additionally, rearing water samples and incubation samples from the same 

geographical location showed low within-sample-type variance, suggesting 

community structure was correlated with sampling site, with an obvious lower variance 

(tighter clustering) in ponds six and seven, located in Maldeco. Similar to alpha-

diversity, Bray-Curtis distances between incubation controls and post-incubation 

samples varied across sample sites. Incubation controls for Pond 4 clustered with their 

respective post-incubation environment, suggesting either high microbial load in the 

incubation control sample or little influence of fish microbiome in post-incubation 

samples. In contrast, distances between controls and post-incubation samples in 

ponds 1 and 6 were much greater (Figure 9).  
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Figure 9. Beta diversity of all samples as measured using Bray-Curtis distances. 
Greater variance between swab samples compared to incubation samples is clearly 

visible. Distances between incubation controls and incubation samples varied 

according to sampling site.  

3.1.4. Dissimilarity among sampling methods (Rearing pond water, 
incubations, and swabs) 

 

One-way crossed SIMPER analysis (Primer-e v.7) was employed to measure the 

relative contribution of ASV abundance to the Bray-Curtis distance between different 

sample types. The largest contributors to the dissimilarity between all sample types 

were members of Proteobacteria, Cyanobacteria, and Bacteroidetes. Dissimilarity was 

measured pair-wise between each sample type; between the incubation samples and 

pond samples the average dissimilarity was 91.32%, whereas the average dissimilarity 

between the incubation and swab samples was 90.94%. The ASVs contributing most 

greatly to dissimilarity tended to be those assigned to the Cyanobacteria and 
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Proteobacteria. Finally, the dissimilarity of the pond (rearing water samples), and swab 

samples, was accounted mainly for Cyanobacteria and Bacteroidetes ASVs. The 

average dissimilarity between the swab and pond samples was 83.34%. A detailed 

table below, Table 8, shows the top phyla and percentage of their contributions to 

dissimilarities between sampling types.  

 

Incub. &  Pond 

taxa 

 Contrib 

% 

Incub. &  

Swab 

Taxa 

 Contrib 

% 

Rearing water &  

Swab 

Contrib 

% 

 
Proteobacteria 

Burkholderaceae 

15.15 Cyanobacteria 

Family I 

11.38    Cyanobacteria 

Family I 
 14.66 

 
Cyanobacteria 

Family I 

15.03  
Proteobacteria 

Burkholderaceae 

10.99  
Bacteroidetes 

Cytophagaceae 

11.59 

 
Bacteroidetes 

Cytophagaceae 

12.64  
Proteo 

comm 

9.84  
    Cyanobacteria 

Family I 

 

11.28 

 
    Cyanobacteria 

Family I 

9.89  
 Cyanobacteria 

Family I 

9.51  
Proteo 

Comamonadaceae  

11.23 

 
Proteobacteria 

Sphingomonas 

7.37  
Cyanobacteria 

Microcystis 

8.64  
Proteobacteria 

Burkholderaceae 

10.93 

 

 

Table 8. One-Way SIMPER analysis showing the top phyla for dissimilarities between 
sample types, and the percentage of contribution to these dissimilarities.  

*(Contrib% = % of contribution for each variable) 
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Community composition was performed at three selected taxonomic ranks: phylum, 

family, and genus. In general, all sample types from different geographical locations 

in Malawi seemed to compose of similar communities at phylum level as observed in 

Figure 10. Differences were more apparent at lower taxonomic classification.  

Proteobacteria showed a high percentage in the incubation samples, representing 

(52.57%), with similar numbers obtained from swab sample at (50.41%), compared to 

(28.28%) in rearing water samples, while incubation control samples were (43.57%). 

Cyanobacteria was highest in pond samples (22.18%), incubations (13.86%), 

incubation control samples (13.73%) and swab samples (14.44%). Verrucomicrobia 

was represented by (2%) from incubation samples, (2.23%) incubation control, 

(6.42%) rearing water, and (3.39%) for swab samples.  

  

At family level, Burkholderiaceae was captured best by swab samples, shown in 

Figure 11, at (4.95%), and (1.97%) in rearing water samples and rarely appeared in 

the incubation samples and incubation control samples (0.6%). At higher taxonomic 

resolution - genus level, it was noted that Ralstonia was highly represented in 

incubation samples (3.81%) in comparison to swab samples (1.01%) and much less 

in rearing water samples (0.08%) and absent in incubation control samples. 

Methylocystis; another member of Proteobacteria, was found to be higher in rearing 

water samples (4.68%), incubations (0.98%), incubation control (0.9%) and swab 

samples (1.35%). While incubation control samples were enriched with 

Synechococcus (9.15%), when compared to incubation samples (1.06), swabs 

(1.16%) and rearing water samples (2.5%). Shingomonas was higher in swabs 

(4.29%), incubations (1.57%), incubation control (0.15%), and very low in the rearing 

water (0.008%). While Polynucleobacter was present in all sample types; (2.5%) for 

swabs, (0.54%) for incubations, (0.37%) for incubation controls, but highest captured 

in the rearing water samples (2.94%). Interestingly, Cetobacterium was also found in 

a higher percentage in the swab and incubation samples, (1.62%), (1.75%) 

respectively, with only (0.04%) in the incubation control samples and (0.23%) in the 

rearing water. 

 

In the samples from Maldeco, Synechococcus, an abundant member of the 

Cyanobacterial genus, represented (5.06%), but was extremely low in samples 

obtained from Blantyre (0.55%). Cytophagaceae was also noticeably higher in 
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Maldeco samples (3.1%), compared to (1.47%) from Blantyre. On the other hand, 

Shingomonas was better represented in the samples collected from Blantyre (1.21%) 

when compared to the ones collected from Maldeco (0.07%).  
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(b) 
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(c) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Skin microbiota taxonomic profile using short reads. Only top 20 most 

abundant taxa included in all sample types in seven different ponds. Bar plots of the 

most abundant taxa on all samples sequenced with V4 primers in short-reads (a) at 

Phylum level; (b) at Family level; and (c) at Genus level.   
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 (b) 

 
Figure 11. Taxonomic profile of each sample at different classification levels: a. Phylum: 

some similarity across sampling types. B. Genus: some taxa missing in rearing water samples, 

and incubation control samples. 

3.1.5. Assessing sampling types through capturing microbial diversity 
 
Early analysis suggested that there were differences in the Cyanobacterial 

communities between swab and other sample types, raising the possibility of 

autotrophy specifically associated with the epidermal mucosal layer. Cyanobacteria 

were selected to identify if their abundance differed according to sampling methods, 

as they were extremely low in incubation samples. The percentage of the 

Cyanobacteria for the top 10 ASVs for each sample type was 49.5%, 44.5% and 5.5% 

in rearing water, swab and incubation samples, respectively. 
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ASV Swabs Ponds Incubations+ 
Incubation cont. 

Total 

ASV1 26,703 30,171 2,451 59,325 

ASV2 12,467 6,158 675 19,300 

ASV3 3,213 10,296 1224 14,733 

ASV4 295 1,020 1,132 2,447 

ASV6 3,904 4,412 459 8,775 

Total 46,582 
(44.5%) 

52,057 
(49.7%) 

5,841 
(5.5%) 

104,580 

 
           

 
Table 9. Abundance of Cyanobacteria in each sample type. This table shows the 
number of reads for each sample type, and their percentage. ASV numbering was 
according to the top 10 phyla in Table 7.  
 

A presence/absence matrix of cyanobacterial ASVs was created as an initial screen 

to see if there were any ASVs that were found exclusively in swab samples, but absent 

in pond (rearing water) samples. The initial observations revealed that all ASVs were 

present in pond and swab samples, and none were exclusive to skin microbial 

communities. It is noted that many strains belonging to the phylum Cyanobacteria 

were frequently observed in the swab samples, and in some cases twice as many in 

comparison to the rearing water (pond) samples. In contrast, the incubation samples 

which should represent the communities associated with the mucus of the fish, had 

few or no Cyanobacteria, as shown in Table 10. Further Specific ASVs were selected 

according to their low diversity or absence in incubation samples, in comparison to 

other sampling types, and classification of these selected ASVs was obtained using 

the SILVA Incremental Aligner, (SINA v1.2.11) (Pruesse et al. 2012).  
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   ASV  Classification Incub Pond Swab 

Cyano 
ASV 4 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
  Synechococcales; Cyanobiaceae; 

Cyanobium; PCC-6307 

4 10 19 

Cyano 
ASV 6 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
Synechococcales; 
  Cyanobiaceae; Cyanobium; PCC-6307 

5 10 19 

Cyano 
ASV 7 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
  Synechococcales; Cyanobiaceae; 

Cyanobium; PCC-6307 

3 10 19 

Cyano 
ASV 10 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
Synechococcales; 
  Cyanobiaceae; Cyanobium; PCC-6307 

2 12 12 

Cyano 
ASV 11 

Cyanobacteria; Oxyphotobacteria; 
  Synechococcales, Prochlorotrichaceae; 
        prochlorothrix; PCC-9006 

0 2 9 

Cyano 
ASV 12 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
Synechococcales; 
  Cyanobiaceae; Cyanobium; PCC-6307 

3 12 21 

Cyano 
ASV 13 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
Nostocales; 
  Microcystaceae; Synechocystis; CCALA 

700; 

5 17 17 

Cyano 
ASV 14 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
Synechococcales; Cyanobiaceae; 
  Cyanobium; PCC-6307 

1 12 10 

Cyano 
ASV 16 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
  Synechococcales; Cyanobiaceae; 

Cyanobium; PCC-6307 

3 9 10 

Cyano 
ASV 19 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
Synechococcales; 

0 10 9 
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  Cyanobiaceae; Cyanobium; PCC-6307 

Cyano 
ASV 20 

Cyanobacteria; Oxyphotobacteria; 
  Pseudanabaenales; Psuedanabaenaceae; 

Pseudanabaena; PCC-7429 

2 10 10 

Cyano 
ASV 23 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
Synechococcales; 
  Cyanobiaceae; Cyanobium; PCC-6307 

2 5 13 

Cyano 
ASV 24 

Unclassified 1 5 8 

Cyano 
ASV 28 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
Synechococcales; 
  Cyanobiaceae; Cyanobium; PCC-6307 

0 7 10 

Cyano 
ASV 30 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
Nostocales; 
  Gloeocapsaceae; Gleocapsa; 

0 7 11 

Cyano 
ASV 37 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
Synechococcales; 
  Cyanobiaceae; Cyanobium; PCC-6307 

0 4 8 

Cyano 
ASV 42 

Cyanobacteria, Oxyphotobacteria; 
  Leptolyngbyaceae; Leptolynbyaceae; 

Limnolyngbya; CHAB4449 

2 6 13 

 

Table 10. The number of samples in which Cyanobacteria ASVs were 
observed. The samples chosen from short read v4 16S rRNA-Illumina aligned using 

SINA against the SILVA 16S rRNA database. Cyanobacteria were highly 

represented in swab samples. Incub: incubation samples; Pond (rearing water 

samples).  

 
Fish skin mucus acts as the first line of physical defence against pathogens (Wang et 

al. 2011). Its major function is entrapment and sloughing of microbes and it contains 

innate immune components, acting as a barrier between fish and its immediate niche 

(Dash et al. 2018).  
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Exploring the microbial community through incubation sampling has been assessed 

by examining Cyanobacteria as one of the top six most abundant phyla found in tilapia 

microbiomes. Earlier analysis of the percentage of cyanobacteria reads showed very 

few when sampling through incubation, in comparison to the other sampling methods. 

It was initially suspected that the presence/absence data revealed that most of the 

ASV assigned to Cyanobacteria, were repetitively seen in swabs and less in rearing 

water samples, and in some cases, completely absent in the incubation samples. 

Although the amount of ASVs present in the incubation samples, should reflect the 

communities present in the fish microbiome community obtained by the swabs, but 

this was not observed and swabs captured host specific and more diverse 

communities. A theory behind this reduction of microbial communities in the incubation 

samples, might be due to the high production of innate immune components within the 

mucus, due to stressing the fish while sampling. Such components include 

antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), lectines, lysozymes and proteases, which will be 

secreted to the environment; the surrounding water in the bucket, as epidermal mucus 

in fish provides an innate and fast acting protection which is non-specific (Dash et al. 

2018). The time required to perform an incubation sample is ~20 minutes. One 

possibility is that within that time, the microbial community structure is adversely 

altered by components of the fish innate immune response. Lysosymes and proteases 

would result in cell lysis and thus loss of DNA from the filtered samples. Another 

possibility is as the source water used for this method (labelled as ‘incubation controls’ 

above) has lower microbial counts, there would be significant dilution of the 

microbiome. Thus, the filtering of 2-3 ml of incubation water per sample to maintain 

consistency with pond samples, was insufficient to accurately capture the fish skin 

microbiome. Since there was inconsistency in the similarity of the incubation samples 

to their incubation controls, it would be ideal to use a defined sterile medium as 

incubation background water for sampling, to reduce variance. These results would 

also suggest filtering greater volumes of water during incubation sampling may 

increase the Bray-Curtis distances between incubations and their controls.  

Cyanobacteria are rarely reported as inhabitants of fish skin microbiome (Larsen et al. 

2015), and there was no evidence from our results of skin-specific Cyanobacterial 

species, as all ASVs present in skin swab samples, were also seen in the rearing water 
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samples of these fish. Therefore, the cyanobacterial communities identified in this 

study are likely transients from the surrounding water and their increased abundance 

in our samples may be due to cyanobacterial blooms. These blooms may have far-

reaching ecological effects on aquatic ecosystems, and their formation typically could 

lead to massive fish kills, as it causes reduction of light penetrating through the water 

column, and an increase in pH due to carbon dioxide depletion(Demeke 2016). 

Nevertheless, Cyanobacteria can produce toxic metabolites known as cyanotoxins. 

Common and frequently investigated cyanotoxins include microcystins, nodularin and 

saxitoxins. Histopathological analyses of fish grown in fishponds with cyanotoxin 

production showed damage to the liver, kidney, gills, intestines and muscle tissues 

(Drobac et al. 2016).  

Some tilapia species such as Nile tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus) have been selected 

for aquaculture due to their ability to consume cyanobacteria, and its effectiveness in 

cyanobacterial bloom control. The stomach of the Nile tilapia is known to have an 

extremely low pH, therefore enhanced damage to ingested cyanobacteria is 

increased, and may be causing the reduction of their presence in rearing water 

samples (Demeke 2016). It is also likely that the increase of cyanobacteria in swab 

samples, may be the result of the reduction of light penetrating through the water, 

causing them to utilise mixotrophy with the presence of essential organic and inorganic 

compounds in the mucus(Wan et al. 2015), and become part of these rich mucosal 

niches.  

However, in some cases these cyanobacteria blooms are  dominated by colonial and 

filamentous forms, which may cause mechanical interference and clogging of gills in 

fish (Bwanika et al. 2006)(Demeke 2016). Our community composition results showed 

the presence of Microcystis, in both geographical sampling sites; Maldeco and 

Blantyre. Microcystis is the most common bloom forming unicellular cyanobacterium 

in ponds, and it has been reported worldwide in animal poisoning (Kumar and Sinha 

2014). Other cyanobacteria were represented by “Family I” and this family has usually 

been referred to Synechococcus, Microcystis (which have already been seen in the 

top 20 taxa in this work) and Anabeana (Gołębiewski et al. 2017). The absence of 

Cyanobacteria in incubation samples in this study may suggest that, assessing mucus 

communities through incubation sampling may not reflect the actual skin microbiome 
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of fish, as this practice may have its impact on microbial communities in the epidermal 

mucosa of fish resulting from stress. In comparison, swabbing body mucus of fish may 

provide a less invasive method of DNA collection, making it less stressful for fish and 

less likely to adversely alter the microbiome (Le Vin et al. 2011). Within the scientific 

community there is an increased awareness that fish may experience pain, stress, or 

lasting harm as a consequence of invasive procedures, driving the development of 

alternative methods (Breacker et al. 2017).  

From our study, we were able to collect significant amounts of DNA and sequencing 

yielded high numbers of reads for swab samples, even greater than those obtained 

from incubation sampling. This work therefore supports the use of skin swabs as a 

viable alternative to incubation sampling for fish microbiome research.  

It is worth mentioning that when aligning the selected ASVs to the SINA database, for 

the selected Cyanobacteria, it was possible to obtain a lower taxonomic level (species 

and strains were identified), whereas some of these taxa were only able to be assigned 

to genus level during taxonomic assignment by DADA2. This is most likely due to the 

use of k-mer abundances by DADA2 to classify sequences by supervised machine 

learning, compared to sequence alignment used by SINA. (Callahan et al. 2016) 

To quantify the microbial diversity within each sample, alpha diversity was measured 

for the four sample types across the 7 ponds. This revealed that the rearing water 

samples showed lower diversity in comparison to the incubation and swab samples 

(figure 8). This is expected as the communities present in the skin and mucus are host 

specific and selective. Beta diversity analysis showed that the differences in 

community composition between different sampling locations in Malawi was typically 

greater than the distances between rearing water and swab sample types at the same 

location (Figure 9). In contrast, incubation controls and incubation samples were much 

more varied in their distances to other sample types from the same sample location. 

Importantly, incubation samples did not cluster together, suggesting that the 

microbiomes derived from these samples were highly variable. ANOSIM, used to 

examine statistical differences between sample types, confirmed our NMDS plot 

results in figure 9; picking up the similarity between incubation and swab samples; 

showing higher resemblance compared to the rearing water samples. This trend was 

expected as the incubation samples contain the same communities present in the 
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mucus captured by the swabs sampling the skin. ANOSIM tested the null hypothesis 

that the average rank similarity between microbial communities within a group are the 

same as the average rank similarity between communities between groups. These 

results reject the null hypothesis that there is no difference between rearing water and 

swab samples, as well as the differences between incubation samples and rearing 

water samples. On the contrary, we cannot reject the null hypothesis for the swab 

samples and incubation samples as they showed less difference, thus capturing 

similar communities. This is evidence that swabs are a good alternative to incubations, 

since no significant difference was found between swabs and incubations.  

 

As samples were collected from two different locations in Malawi, Blantyre (ponds 1-

5) and Maldeco (ponds 6 & 7), there is evidence that the microbial composition of the 

fish skin is highly influenced by the geographical locations, and these findings clearly 

demonstrate a geographical discrimination between clusters from ponds located in 

Blantyre to the ones in Maldeco.   

 

With the presence of structural differences between the microbiomes from different 

sample types, SIMPER analysis was employed to detect the largest taxa contributors 

to the dissimilarity between sample types. Briefly, SIMPER analysis explains which 

taxa are most responsible for the Bray-Curtis distance between the two communities. 

The overall dissimilarity between sample types was attributed to three major phyla: 

Proteobacteria, Cyanobacteria, and Bacteroidetes. This finding assists us in 

understanding the differences between microbial communities, with dissimilarities as 

high as 91% between incubation samples and water samples. It was able to reveal 

that these microbial communities showed a dissimilarity according to sampling 

methods. This finding was expected, for the water used for the incubation sampling 

method (spring water) was different to the rearing water of the fish ponds. The 

contribution to each phyla is shown in table 11. Since some of the different ASVs in 

our taxa belonged to the same phyla, broader scale taxonomic resolution shows 

similarity at phylum level, but when examined at ASV level, a higher discrimination is 

shown between microbiomes according to sampling method. This fine scale shows 

similarity at phylum level, but when examined at ASV level, a higher discrimination is 

shown between microbiomes according to sampling method. This fine scale resolution 

may suggest having different ecotypes, which are distinct genetic lineages with 
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ecologically relevant physiological differences, but are typically defined as a single 

species on the basis of their DNA similarity (Rocap et al. 2003), and may allow for 

greater fitness within an ecological niche. This concept gives weight to common 

taxonomic properties between members of the same species, but differentiates based 

upon small changes in gene content or expression (Boon et al. 2014).  

 

The following table (Table 11), is a summary of the top 20 taxa representing the fish 

bacterial microbiome communities across all sample types and their previous selected 

studies in fish microbiomes. 

 

ASV  Phylum Family/Genus Description     Ref. 

ASV 1 
ASV 3 
ASV 4 

Cyanobacteria  Family I Cyanobacteria blooms- 
leads to massive fish 
kills. 

(Demeke 2016) 
 
 

ASV 2 Cyanobacteria  Microcystis Toxic activity 
Inhibits gill activity 

(Kumar and 
Sinha 2014) 
(Drobac et al. 
2016) 

ASV 5 Proteobacteria Ralstonia PHB* Immunity (Van Hung et al. 
2019) 

ASV 6 Cyanobacteria Synechococcus Found in well–lit surface 
waters 

(Reverter et al. 
2017) 

ASV 7 
ASV 17 
ASV 20 

Actinobacteria HgcI clade Improves skin microbiota 
in humans 

(Lee et al. 2019) 

ASV 8 Bacteroidetes Cytophagaceae Symbiotic bacteria- 
impose positive effects 
on aquatic animal 

(Chen et al. 
2017) 
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ASV 9 Proteobacteria Methylocystis PHB* production (García-Pérez et 
al. 2018) (Franke 
et al. 2017) 

ASV 10 Proteobacteria Polynucleobacter Associated with fish skin 
and gills microbiomes  

(Rosado et al. 
2019) 

ASV 11 Proteobacteria Sphingomonas Found in gut microbiota 
of healthy and unhealthy 
fish 

(Wang et al. 
2018) 

ASV 12 
ASV 19 

Verrucomicrobia LD29 Associated with 
Cyanobacteria blooms in 
ponds; 
Found on salmon 

(Lokesh and 
Kiron 2016) 

ASV 13 Planctomycetes Pirellula  Marine bacterium (Givens et al. 
2015) 

ASV 14 
 

Proteobacteria Pelomons  Core gut microbiome  
in fish 

 (Nikouli et al. 
2018) 
 

ASV 15 
ASV 18 

Proteobacteria Commomanoda- 
ceae, 

Associated with fish skin 
microbiomes 

(Carlson et al. 
2017) 

ASV 16 Actinobacteria HgcI clade Improves skin 
microbiomes in humans.   

(Lee et al. 2019) 

 
Table 11. A summary of the top 20 taxa representing the bacterial microbiome 
communities in all sample types and their previous selected studies in fish 
microbiomes. *PHB: poly-β-hydroxybutyrate 
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                      ** Family I classification of Cyanobacteria, when identified in the long 

reads it has shown to possibly belong to the following lower taxa (strains): MTP1, 

Leptolyngbya VRUC 135, CENA359, Phormidium SAG 37.90. - equivalent to 

Nostocaceae in the Greengenes database. (Aschenbrenner et al. 2017) 

 

Proteobacteria is generally the predominant phylum in the skin microbiome of teleosts. 

Importantly, several skin Proteobacteria isolates from salmonids have been shown to 

have inhibitory effects against bacterial and fungal pathogens (Reid et al. 2017). 

Methylocystis, has also been known for its high production of PHB and was seen much 

more abundant in rearing water samples. Some species in this phylum are known fish 

pathogens, while some of them could be part of a healthy skin microbiome of the fish 

(Lokesh and Kiron 2016). 

 

The presence of Cetobacterium is an indication that faecal microbial communities 

were present in the surrounding environment. Finding Cetobacterium in relatively high 

abundance as part of the skin microbiome is suspected, since the vast majority of 

reports for this genus have typically been associated with the gastrointestinal tracts of 

other fish. Cetobacterium has been known to be an indigenous bacterium in the 

intestinal tract of freshwater fish including goldfish, common carp, tilapia and ayu 

(Tsuchiya et al. 2008). Yet interestingly, their percentages were high in swab samples 

and much lower in pond samples. Cetobacterium, a protease producing bacteria, is 

capable of producing high amounts of vitamin B12 and also inhibiting growth of some 

other bacterial taxa. Cetobacterium is microaerotolerant thus fish skin is unlikely to be 

a natural habitat for this genus. Although most reports of this genus have been 

associated with the gastrointestinal tracts of various organisms, Cetobacterium has 

also been reported in small percentages in earthen pond water samples from an 

aquaculture facility in China (Arias et al. 2019). 

 

Ralstonia was much higher in incubation and swab samples compared to other 

sampling methods, as they were rarely seen in the pond water, and not present in the 

inlet source water (incubation controls), which may suggest this genus is possibly host 

specific. A recent study has identified the importance of the presence of Ralstonia 

species, as they are rich in poly-β hydroxybutyrate (PHB) and may increase fish 
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immunity (Van Hung et al. 2019). Similarly, Methylocystis, from the phylum 

Proteobacteria, was identified as one of the top 20 phyla, is also known for its 

production of PHB (García-Pérez et al. 2018), with a higher percentage in rearing 

water samples. Other important members of Proteobacteria were Pseudomonas, 

Burkholderia and Sphingomonas. The latter two have been identified in healthy fish, 

while Pseudomonas is known to be a common residence of the skin microbiome, 

usually in high abundance (Larsen et al. 2015). Finally, Bacteroidetes was represented 

by Cytophagaceae, a bacterium frequently identified as a symbiotic microbe, and 

might impose positive effects on aquatic animals (Chen et al. 2017). 

 

To sum up, the microbial communities sampled in this study contained previously 

identified members of fish microbiomes, as well as some putative pathogens in low 

abundance. This was supported by the absence of any signs of fish disease in the 

sample sites and supports the hypothesis of a 'healthy' microbiome containing low 

numbers of present pathogens. 
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4. Results and discussion from full length 16S MinION 
sequencing  

4.1. Amplification of full length 16S rRNA and clean-up 
 

To show that real-time genomic surveillance is possible in resource-limited settings 

and can be deployed rapidly to monitor outbreaks, a comparison was made to assess 

the use of MinION sequencing in capturing similar microbial communities to Illumina 

sequencing. To compare the number of reads obtained by different types of 

sequencing, 11 samples were selected for long read sequencing from the same 

samples previously run by short read sequencing, shown in Table 12. This selection 

was made from ponds located in Maldeco, and was based on available DNA quantities 

across incubation, swab and rearing water (pond) sample types.  

 

Amplification of full-length 16S rRNA sequences was carried out, with primers 

targeting the V1-V9 hypervariable regions of the 16S rRNA bacterial gene. The PCR 

reaction included a no template control (NTC) sample, which did not amplify, as seen 

in Figure 12. Following every step of purification of the PCR product a quantification 

of the DNA was made using the Qubit fluorometer. The final DNA quantified from all 

the pooled samples was 423ng. 

 

 

Figure 12. Gel electrophoresis analysis of PCR-amplification of the full length 
16S rRNA gene fragments. Lines correspond to nine of the selected samples, 

bp: 
 
1000 
500 
 
 
100 
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starting from the left; followed by two lanes representing an E.coli  positive control and 

; a negative control, and M denotes the 100bp ladder. 

 

 
Sample 

Qubit  
Prior PCR 

Clean-up 

Qubit 
ng/µL #1 

Qubit 
ng/µL #2 

 
Bar code # 

MLW_T32 5.02 2.20 x NB01 

MLW_T31g 21.6 26.6 10.3 NB02 

MLW_T30g 12.5 10.7 3.88 NB03 

MLW_P7a 15.9 11.8 3.98 NB04 

  MLW_ P7d 50.6 41.8 21.4 NB05 

  MLW_ P7e 13.8 8.3 7.22 NB06 

MLW_I7a 18.4 8.10 5.14 NB07 

MLW_I7b 25 14.5 6.38 NB08 

MLW_I7c 16.2 7.14 4.02 NB09 

NEG cont. x x x NB10 

MLW_I6a 7.5 13.4 3.80 NB11 

MLW_I6b 21.4 25.4 11.9 NB12 

 
Table 12. DNA concentration following PCR clean-up for the 11 selected 
samples for MinION sequencing. Representing the amount of DNA quantified 

following each clean-up for amplified samples with their different assigned barcodes. 

Qubit #1: first DNA quantification; Qubit #2: second DNA quantification. 
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4.2. Sequencing analysis  
 
A total of 3,438,234 reads were obtained after a single flowcell of MinION sequencing, 

of which 1,687,909 reads were assigned a taxonomy using SINA (Pruesse et al. 2012) 

against the SILVA v.135 16S rRNA database. The number of reads that were not 

assigned to a taxonomy (1,750,325 Unclassified reads) was ~ 50.9%, and the number 

of unique taxa obtained from all samples was 1349.  

 

For taxonomic classification, 264 out of 1349 assigned taxa were at strain level. These 

samples were enriched with Proteobacteria. The most abundant phyla represented by 

long-read sequencing were similar to those observed in short read data (experimental 

chapter one): Proteobacteria represented 56.1%, followed by 14.6% for Bacteroidetes, 

5.4% Planctomycetes, 11.9% Actinomycetes, 8.5% Cyanobacteria, 2.5% 

Verrucomicrobia, and 0.7% Fusobacteria, as seen in Figure 11. 

 

Of note was the presence of known pathogenic bacteria in the long-read data: 

Salmonella in sample MLW_I7b, Shigella in sample MLW_T30g, and Brucella in 

sample MLW_T31g. The presence of Shigella was not detected in the short-read 

analysis conducted by Illumina. 20 different members of the family Clostridiaceae were 

represented in long read data. 
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4.3. Statistical analysis 
 
The reads for each sample were summed and normalised, to calculate Shannon 

diversity for the long-read data. This was measured through R version 3.5.1, excluding 

the negative control. The mean Shannon diversity was calculated as seen in Table 13 

for the remaining eleven samples and was 2.33.  

 

 

 

 

 

Sample Total reads Shannon Diversity 

MLW_T32 30715 2.213 
 

MLW_T31g  211447 2.749 
 

MLW_T30g 85766 2.654 
 

MLW_P7a  111262 2.432 
 

  MLW_ P7d  6867 2.520 
 

  MLW_ P7e  15568 2.585 
 

MLW_I7a 65403 2.083 
 

MLW_I7b 53972 2.149 
 

MLW_I7c   33115 2.117 
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NEG cont. 4 1.822 
 

MLW_I6a 7626 2.134 
 

MLW_I6b  116 2.027 
 

Table 13.  The number of reads produced and Shannon diversity for each 
sample. The negative control and MLW_I6b were excluded from calculating the 

mean shannon diversity analysis.  

 

4.4. A comparison between long reads and short read, 
targeting the 16S rRNA gene. 

 
The two most common specifications used to compare platforms are the number of 

reads produced in a given instrument run and the length of those reads (Levy and 

Myers 2016). In this study, we utilised Nanopore Sequencing technologies to assess 

the full-length 16S rRNA gene, and to retrieve increased richness estimates at higher 

taxonomic levels that were missed with short-reads obtained through Illumina 

sequencing technologies. To compare the number of reads obtained by different types 

of sequencing, 11 samples of long reads were selected with the same samples 

previously run by short read sequencing. Results shown in Figure 13, revealed that 

five out of the seven top phyla showed a higher percentage of reads obtained by long 

read sequencing.   

 

When comparing the taxonomic information obtained by different types of sequencing, 

the amount of short reads that were not assigned to a taxonomy, was 24.5%, while 

approximately half of the reads were unclassified with MinION sequencing. On the 

contrary, it was possible to achieve a lower taxonomic classification using MinION 

sequencing than the one obtained by Illumina. In long read sequencing, 264 out of 

1349 unique taxa reached strain level ~ 20% of total reads. In comparison, none of 

the short-read sequences reached species classification.  
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Figure 13. A comparison of the highest abundant phyla in short reads and long 
reads. The bar chart shows the percentage abundance between the communities 

captured by different sequencing methods; Illumina and the MinION.  
 

Although short reads identified differences between tilapia skin microbiota in terms of 

bacterial abundances at each taxonomic level, it failed to reach species level for most 

the assessed samples. V4 16S rRNA gene is the most common region amplified with 

Illumina MiSeq for bacterial taxonomic classification, but this region fails to amplify 

some significant species for skin microbiota studies (Cusco et al. 2017).  
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The most abundant phyla represented by long-read sequencing were similar to those 

observed in short read data, and 5 out of 7 of these phyla showed a higher percentage 

of communities captured through long reads (Figure 13), with around 20% reaching 

strain level. Therefore, full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences could be used for 

accurate richness estimates especially at higher taxa, which are fundamental for 

microbiome studies (Cusco et al. 2017).  

 

Some reads from our MinION sequencing analysis represented known pathogens 

such as Salmonella, Shigella and Brucella. We can speculate that since these taxa 

are low in their abundance and our samples were proved to be healthy, the stability of 

the microbial community could be due to the richness and evenness of the fish 

microbiome, which have kept these potential pathogens under control. Nevertheless, 

they are opportunistic and can be threatening. Therefore, sampling through 

incubations may increase the risk of dysbiosis, by disrupting the microbial community 

through the high production of innate immune components (mentioned earlier in this 

chapter), and facilitating the proliferation of opportunistic pathogens. Another 

important note will be that Shigella was not detected in short read analysis conducted 

by Illumina, indicating that short reads could be missing out the analysis of essential 

taxa, that are reforming these communities.   

 

The MinION nanopore sequencer is a particularly promising technology research tool, 

making real-time genomic surveillance possible in resource-limited settings and can 

be established rapidly to monitor outbreaks and control disease, through its portability, 

low start-up costs, real-time data generation and straightforward application 

(Gallagher et al. 2018). 
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5. Results and discussion from T4 Bacteriophage 
amplification:  

5.1. PCR Purification and Sequencing:  
 

The DNA of the T4 phage lysate of was quantified using the qubit Fluorometer and 

3.24 µg of DNA was used as a positive control in all subsequent attempts to derive 

T4-like Myoviridae amplicons from environmental samples.  

 

Although the T4-Super primers, forward: GAYHTIKSIGGIGTICARCCIATG and 

reverse: GCIYKIARRTCYTGIGCIARYTC (Walters et al. 2016), generated amplicons 

of the appropriate size from environmental samples, their efficiency was greatly 

reduced once barcodes for multiplexing were added to the primers. Initially the non 

barcoded primers showed an obvious PCR product in all samples (selected from three 

different sample types), and the product size was at around 400-500bp (Figure 14).  
  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Gel electrophoresis analysis of PCR-amplified g23 gene fragments. 
The first three lanes correspond to PCR amplification of g23 gene from random, pond, 

incubation and swab samples respectively. The other lanes were a positive control, a 

negative control and a 100bp ladder. 

                  P5a   I4a    Ts29   Pos.   Neg    Ladder 

bp: 
 
1000 
 
 
500 
 
 
 
100 
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Optimisation of PCR conditions was performed using a concentration gradient PCR 

from 1-10 ng/µL, and showed improved amplification at higher concentrations, as seen 

in Figure 15. 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Gel electrophoresis analysis of PCR-amplified g23 gene fragments, 
showing a concentration gradient for T4, starting from the lowest concentration 
at the left-hand side. The 100bp ladder to the right, followed by a positive control. 

 

Following addition of the barcodes, primers were evaluated again on the same 

environmental samples. However, only one rearing water sample (P4a) and the T4 

positive control, showed amplification of a product. Visualization of the product by gel 

electrophoresis revealed this product to be ~100bp shorter than expected, and also 

showed the presence of primer dimers (Figure 16). 

 

                       Neg    conc.1   conc.2    conc.5   Pos  Ladder  conc.10  
pos.conc.10 

bp: 
 
 
1000 
 
 
500 
 
 
100 
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Figure 16.  Gel electrophoresis analysis of PCR-amplified g23 gene fragments, 
using barcoded primers for T4. The first lane from the left, was a negative control, 

positive control and a rearing water sample (P4a), corresponding to PCR amplification 

of g23 gene and the 100bp ladder.  

 

 

In an attempt to optimise the PCR product and reduce the amount of primer dimers 

present as by-products, a temperature gradient PCR was performed, from (44-60)ºC. 

This initially helped reduce the amount of primer dimers. The T4 DNA was amplified 

at the suspected location, indicating the correct size, although the product showed to 

be above 500bp, shown in Figure 17. 

 

 

                            Neg           Pos            T4 extract     P4a          ladder 

bp: 
 
 
 
1000 
 
 
 
500 
 
 
 
 
 
100 
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Figure 17.  Gel electrophoresis analysis of PCR-amplified g23 gene fragments, 
for temperature gradient. Amplified bands are between 500-700 bp.  

 

  

Following the temperature gradient, a PCR was performed with the chosen annealing 

temperature of 57.5ºC, with a primer concentration of 0.4µM, for randomly selected 

samples of different sample types, and the T4 positive control. This was performed 

several times, but no amplification of samples was detected. Light smears were shown 

for folds 1.4µM and 1µM, but these results, seen in figure 18, were not clear.  

 

 

      45.4     46.6     48.4    50.8    53.5    55.7   57.5   58.7   59.7   60    Neg     Ladder 
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Figure 18. Electrophoresis analysis of PCR-amplified g23 gene fragments for 
different sample types. No bacteriophage amplification was seen, except for the 

clear band for the positive control (third lane from the right). Location of Primer dimers 

showing at around 100-200bp. 

The final attempt for a concentration gradient for the barcoded primers, using the same 

successful sample “P4a”, and the previous annealing temperature 54ºC failed to 

successfully amplify a product. 

  

The concentration and volume of the primers and DNA used in each step is explained 

in table 5.  

 

 

 

 

             I5b      I5b      I5b      I5b    T24   Ts24g   Ts23g  Pos   Neg   ladder 
            1µM   1.4µM  2µM  2.5µM 2.5µM 2.5µM   2.5µM          

bp: 
 
 
1000 
 
500 
 
 
 
 
 
100 
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5.2. Evaluating viral diversity using Amplicon Sequence 
Variants 

 

Despite the difficulties with using barcoded primers, we wanted to evaluate whether a 

successfully amplified library would yield information about viral diversity in fish-

associated microbiomes. By amplifying the viral fragment of one sample, targeting the 

g23 major capsid protein, we were able to process one rearing water sample P4a, with 

DADA2. 177,979, raw reads were initially obtained from one sample. Following the 

pre-processing of the reads, which included quality based trimming, paired end 

merging, de-replication and chimera removal, 20,315 reads were retained for further 

analysis; approximately 88% reads were lost after processing. Amplicon sequence 

variants (ASVs) were concluded, generating 1372 ASVs in total, and 296 as final 

unique ASVs.  

 

The mean Shannon diversity within the one sample was calculated to be 4.97.  

5.2.1. Abundance and diversity of T4-like Myoviridae phages 
 

A phylogenetic tree was created to compare the strains within our selected rearing 

water sample. The phylogenetic placements were visualized on the iTOL v.4 

webserver, (Letunic and Bork 2019), where the number of ASVs based on sequence 

identity were compared within one sample, as seen in Figure 20.   
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Figure 19. A phylogenetic analysis of g23 ASVs sequences. Results were 

obtained  from  the selected rearing-water sample P4a. Species names are indicated 

in the tips, and the purple bars represent the abundance of each ASV.  
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5.2.2. Sequence similarity analysis 
 

Whilst the DADA2 software is primarily used for 16S rRNA analysis, in theory the 

generation of ASVs is applicable to any conserved region successfully amplified by 

PCR. However, to my knowledge, this is first use of DADA2 to investigate viral diversity 

using T4-like Myoviridae primers. The closest relatives of the g23 sequences were 

examined using the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) search program on 

the NCBI website (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), 10 ASVs were selected randomly for 

the analysis against the NT database. All the tested ASVs returned a best-hit that was 

associated with T4-like Myoviridae; results shown in table 14. 

Most of these sequences represented the major capsid protein gene, while they all 

belonged to the Myovirideae family. One was identified as an Enterobacteria T4 

phage.   

 

Name Accession 

no. 

Description 

ASV1 KY685577.1 Uncultured Myoviridae clone N1-58 

Major capsid protein genes 

ASV 10 HM241951.1 Uncultured Myoviridae clone 1-4  

Major capsid protein like (g23) 

ASV 20 HM241951.1 Uncultured Myoviridae clone 1-4  

Major capsid protein like (g23) 

ASV 30 HM242208.1 Enterobacteria phage T4 clone s11-4  

Major capsid protein like (g23) 

ASV40 KY685577.1 Uncultured Myoviridae clone N1-58 

Major capsid protein genes 
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ASV 50 MH161014.1 Myoviridae environmental samples clone  
XKH-S-48 capsid protein gene 

ASV 60 JX185085.1 Uncultured Myoviridae clone K0809/9-5  
Major capsid protein (gp23) gene, partial cds 

ASV 70 HM241951.1 Uncultured Myoviridae clone 1-4  

Major capsid protein like (g23) 

ASV 80 MH161014.1 Myoviridae environmental samples clone  
XKH-S-48 capsid protein gene 

ASV 90 MH161014.1 Myoviridae environmental samples clone  
XKH-S-48 capsid protein gene 

 

Table 14. BLAST analysis for T4 bacteriophage. 10 random samples were chosen 

and assigned against BLAST database to identify the ASVs represented through 

DADA2. 

To thoroughly understand the microbiome, it was essential to characterize all its 

components. Studies of microbiomes typically target only specific groups of 

microorganisms, with a main focus on bacteria through taxonomic classification of 16S 

rRNA gene sequences. In this study, we included bacteriophage analysis as a crucial 

part of the microbiome.  

 

Following Nucleotide sequence similarity searches performed manually using 

BLAST(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), most sequences tested in our ten randomly 

selected samples were shown to be the major capsid protein genes, suggesting the 

likelihood of our extracted amplicons belonging to T4-like Myoviridae. One of the 

sequences was an enterobacteria T4 phage.  

 

The majority of viruses in aquatic environments are thought to be bacterial virus 

(bacteriophages or phages).  An important member of the Myoviridae family is the ‘T4-
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like phages, and have been isolated from a variety of hosts such as enterobacteria 

and cyanobacteria (Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus). It has been noted that 

most of the isolated cyanophages have been characterized to be T4-like viruses (Liu 

et al. 2017), and they commonly occur in marine and freshwater aquatic environment 

where they play an important role in determining the cyanobacteria during the season 

(Demeke 2016). Community composition analysis has shown the abundance of 

Synechococcus, which could be hosts for these T4-like phages.  

 

Unfortunately, it was not possible to observe trends in bacteriophage abundance for 

different types of samples or create a comparison between their presence in different 

geographical locations in Malawi, due to the difficulties amplifying the targeted g23 

major capsid protein. Despite the high degeneracy of the primers (Chow and Fuhrman 

2012), they successfully amplified products of appropriate size prior to the addition of 

the barcodes. Many reasons could be behind the unsuccessful amplification of these 

targeted genes; one potential solution could be increasing the sensitivity by using 

higher concentrations of barcode molecules (Severins et al. 2018). Another 

explanation for these failing primers could be attributed to their high degeneracy, and 

it is likely that they are interacting with the barcodes and phased spaces, as shown in 

(Figure 6), generating a thermostable secondary structure that inhibits binding, 

preventing the primers from attaching to the targeted sequences. Secondary 

structures in the primer can affect primer annealing, by spanning the region of primer 

annealing, and reduce the binding constant of that primer, leading to reduced PCR 

efficiency (Wang and Seed 2003; Fredman et al. 2004). Oligonucleotides that contain 

sequence elements that promote secondary structures and primer-primer interactions 

or hairpins can be avoided using numerous tools for primer design such as using the 

OligoAnalyser tool, http://www.idtdna.com/analyzer/Applications/OligoAnalyzer. 

 

The resultant ASVs of the sample were analysed using a phylogenetic tree visualized 

by iTOL, allowed the resolution of the T4-like virus clades and the ASVs relationship 

and their abundance, seen in Figure 20. No other significant correlations were 

measured for microbial or environmental parameters.  
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The variability in viral abundance was shown in the phylogenetic tree, with most ASVs 

having low counts. Low abundance of these ASVs could indicate that they are 

prophages. While prophages can account for up to 20% of a bacterial genome, they 

are not simply passengers; they can be selectively advantageous or disadvantageous 

to the host cell, such as providing the bacterial host with protection from superinfection 

(Miller-Ensminger et al. 2018). On the contrary, there were fewer ASVs with higher 

abundance, and one has shown a distinctively high abundance on their own branch 

and considerably different to others, which may imply the presence of an ongoing lytic 

infection, increasing the abundance of this particular phage. Lytic phages are 

exclusively predatory, killing their host cell. Lysogenic phages have two lifestyle 

choices: they can be lytic immediately, or they can incorporate their genome into the 

host's bacterial genome or remain in the cytoplasm as a plasmid. The phage genome 

(now known as a prophage) generally replicates in synchrony with the host 

chromosome until some signal induces the phage to enter the lytic path (Miller-

Ensminger et al. 2018).  

As the most abundant entities in the biosphere, phages commonly outnumber bacteria 

by at least one order of magnitude. Considerable numbers of phages have been 

shown to be present in bacterial genomes, where these integrated phages 

(prophages) are at the heart of bacterial diversification processes (Pratama et al. 

2018). A major mediator of phage evolution known as horizontal gene transfer, occurs 

frequently between diverse phages that share overlapping host ranges, as well as 

between phages and their host at a level where phages are considered as a potential 

major driving force of cellular evolution. This serves as the primary vector for horizontal 

genetic exchange in the environment. Phage genes have been frequently challenged 

to provide cellular functions, and the reverse is also true: host genes have been 

acquired by phages and subverted for their own purposes  (Filée et al. 2006).  

In summary, from a scientific and therapeutic perspectives, these complex dynamical 

relationships between the phage and commensal bacteria within the microbiome need 

to be further examined as they could assist us in creating a better understanding of 

their interactions and coevolution dynamics, having a major impact on the host 

microbiome, through health and disease.  
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6. General Discussion  
 

An increase in global human population has focused our attention to utilise fisheries 

and aquaculture as a food staple. Fish farming could be an attainable source of income 

to many families, reaching remote and isolated areas, while overcoming struggles of 

malnutrition and hunger in these communities. Our attempt to use fish to feed a 

growing population is limited as we are faced with existing and emerging disease 

outbreaks in several parts of the world, causing massive mortalities in aquaculture.   
 

The main aim of our study was to identify the microbiome of healthy tilapia; the second 

largest production finfish in the world (Machimbirike et al. 2019); and investigate 

alternative sampling techniques to minimise animal sampling stress, promoting the 

use of swabs for DNA sampling of the microbial communities of fish skin and mucus. 

A third major aim of this thesis work was to compare the efficiency of long read 

sequencing to short read sequencing as applied to microbiome research.   
 

This study involved the characterization of skin microbiomes of tilapia on fish farms, 

sampled from different ponds in Malawi. Sampling was performed by measuring the 

microbial communities present in the fish skin and mucus. The composition of the 

bacterial community present in the rearing water was also investigated in order to 

evaluate its correlation with the community present on the fish skin. Fish tissues are 

home to diverse microbial communities and its composition is influenced by many 

factors. 
 

Communities captured by swabs were not significantly different to those captured by 

incubation sampling. Thus, swabs can be considered as a suitable alternative to 

reduce fish stress during sampling. It is also essential to emphasise the increased 

stress caused by the incubation method, may lead to a disruption to the harmony of 

these communities and increase their susceptibility to infectious opportunistic 

pathogens by causing dysbiosis in the skin microbiome, facilitating the proliferation of 

opportunistic pathogens (Rosado et al. 2019). Studies comparing the gut and skin 

microbial niches has shown their similar core communities in healthy fish (Legrand et 

al. 2017), which could lead to understanding the hosts overall health with a stroke of 
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a swab, avoiding invasive methods. It would be interesting in future work to establish 

whether the sampling method itself induced a subsequent shift in the host microbiome 

as a result of stress from handling. If stress kills off bacteria in mucosal layer and 

pathogens are resistant to the innate immune response, they will be left with a 

pathogen and unoccupied niche which could trigger dysbiosis. Examining fish skin 

mucus could give us insight to the role these surfaces play as an important niche for 

mucosal pathogen evolution in nature, which include their ability to concentrate the 

bacteria present in water, and select bacteria with abilities to attach, resist innate 

immunity, and compete with other bacteria, by favouring for the exchange of genes 

that encode these functions (Carda-Diéguez et al. 2017). 
 

Sampling locations were factored into these analyses, and showed the possibility for 

complex interactions between skin microbiomes and rearing water, along with the 

differences of these communities from one place to another. Rearing water samples 

collected from the same pond had similar microbial communities, while swab samples 

collected from fish located in the same pond were more distantly related. Therefore, 

to fully understand the microbiome associated with fish, it is necessary to capture the 

communities associated with both the skin itself and the surrounding 

water. Differences in community composition between the skin and water observed in 

this study, support the findings of Carlson and et al, when examining Gambusia skin 

microbiome. They suggested that these mucosal surfaces may be selective, not simply 

a passive recipient of bacteria from the water column (Carlson et al. 2017), confirming 

the idea of the host playing an essential role in recruiting specific microbes to be part 

of its mucosal niche.  
 

With a continuous effort to find effective strategies to control diseases in farmed 

animals, new disease control agents are required to maintain the prosperity of 

aquaculture. This study confirmed Ralstonia and Methylocystis were part of the 

microbiome associated with tilapia fish skin and mucus. Since they are producers of 

PHB, which are capable of stimulating the immune system of fish early life stages, I 

speculate that they may be the cause of the increased resistance to diseases and 

robustness observed in previous studies (Franke et al. 2017). Outbreaks of viruses 

affecting wild and farmed fish, such as Tilapia lake virus, have been noticed in most 

surrounding countries of Malawi (Jansen et al. 2018), yet these lakes may be protected 
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by the production of this compound. It would be worth investigating in future studies, 

weather PHB play a role in stabilising microbiomes and preventing an increase in 

dysbiosis. 
 

A comparison of the taxonomy assignment generated by long read sequencing and 

short read sequencing, has shown that long reads resulted in deriving a lower 

taxonomic level, reaching species and strain classification, while short reads were 

limited to exploration of an extremely low percentage of species level. This may lead 

to missing the identification of essential species that may be biomarkers of disease or 

causative agents of emerging outbreaks. Our study revealed the presence of potential 

pathogens, such as Salmonella, Shigella and Brucella, that were not identified through 

short read sequencing. The use of nanopore technologies in order to generate long 

read sequences through MinION, will enable real time, in-situ analysis of microbial 

community structure in aquaculture.  
 

The presence of bacteriophages was confirmed through sequencing using Illumina, 

and the difficulties faced to generate amplicon products for these viruses, might be 

due to the degenerate primers used for targeting the g23 major capsid protein of these 

phages, followed by the addition of barcodes, which may be interfering with the 

amplification. Although new techniques in sequencing and analyses have driven 

bacteriophage studies into the era of big data, these data have raised new challenges 

in bacteriophage genomics, proteomics, and transcriptomics. Their huge diversity and 

extreme number in environmental samples, and capacity to recombine are major 

issues. Their taxonomy has become more and more difficult to define and it is now 

clear that classical dichotomous classification does not fit bacteriophage genomic data 

(Hulo et al. 2017). One option would be to improve databases for T4-like myoviridae 

for phylogenetic classification, similar to SILVA for 16S rRNA. However, this will still 

be limited to a small subset of total viral diversity. Therefore, improved sampling 

methods for accessing the diverse virome in fish skin mucosa will enrich our 

understanding of these systems. 
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7. Conclusion and future directions 
 
 
In summary, this is the first study to explore skin microbiome from farmed tilapia collect 

from ponds in Malawi. These communities were characterized using high-throughput 

Illumina MiSeq technologies for v4 16S rRNA, along with Nanopore sequencing of the 

full-length 16S rRNA gene with MinION™. The presence of bacteriophages in these 

communities was identified through Illumina sequencing, targeting the g23 major 

capsid protein, of T4-like Myoviridae.  

 

This thesis enhanced our knowledge of the composition of healthy Tilapia skin and 

mucus microbiomes, which has received little relative research given the huge 

importance of this fish species in aquaculture. Analysing fish skin microbiomes 

remains a continued challenge, since it is in direct and continual contact with the 

aquatic environment it lives in. Aquatic complex environments are constantly shifting 

with its surroundings of nutrients, temperature, salinity and other living organisms with 

their own distinctive microbial communities, bearing in mind the hosts’ influence of its 

immunity on these inhabiting microbes. It is worth stating that our samples were 

collected in October, which is considered one of the warmest months of the year in 

Malawi. The factors influencing these communities are of major importance to 

investigate not only which microbes develop on the host’s skin, but also their crucial 

role in regulating and affecting the host. This is critically important to assist us in 

understanding how perturbation might lead to dysbiosis in hosts.  

 

With a variety of sampling methods used to investigate skin microbiomes, we suggest 

that incubation samples should be avoided in the future, as swabs were more effective 

in capturing the diverse microbial communities associated with fish skin and mucus. 

The lower diversity of communities in incubation samples could be an indication that 

the immune properties present in the fish might be degrading these communities when 

the fish is under stress.  

 

Although I faced difficulties amplifying the T4- like Myoviridae, I was able to find the 

optimal temperature and concentration for the degenerate primers used for this 

experiment, and was able to successfully amplify these phylogenetic markers from 
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one rearing water sample. Future work would benefit from the collection of additional 

samples and precipitation of viruses from filtrate (denoted as the viral fraction) and 

primary concentration of virus particles, by iron chloride flocculation and collection on 

1.0 µm polycarbonate filters (John et al. 2011). Importantly, phages shouldn’t be 

ignored simply because they are challenging. Therefore, new approaches need to be 

considered for their exploration and incorporation into microbiome data. Further 

research on phages will assist us in vaccine development and phage therapy, to be 

one step ahead of outbreaks in aquaculture.  

 

Raising awareness to unfavourable practices such as the use of antibiotics and 

stressful sampling methods and how they could affect these microbial communities 

through dysbiosis, would be of major importance to tackle this issue globally. 

Moreover, this study has revealed the high variability at the ASV level in a small 

geographic region, showing that future sampling to detect a shift to dysbiosis will 

require time-resolved sampling of ponds, as it is unlikely, given the variance, that there 

is a generic 'healthy' pond microbiome. Evolutionary dynamics of microorganisms 

allow for rapid change in these communities, making it difficult to directly conclude 

causal relationships from the correlated alterations in microbial community structures 

and host phenotypes, or directly pinpoint the core microbiome species, as we lack 

general purpose tools that could manipulate microbiomes at species level (Gao et al. 

2018).  

 

Adapting the idea of portable labs; (similar to the one created during the Zika virus 

epidemic in a roving bus-based mobile laboratory in Brazil) (Quick et al. 2016), using 

MinIONs, will allow real-time genomic surveillance in resource-limited settings and can 

be established rapidly to monitor outbreaks and track disease. MinIONs could be the 

answer for less fortunate, low equipped countries where conventional sequencing 

technologies are difficult to deploy. 
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Appendix  
 
Rarefaction curve: 
 
A method for estimating the number of species in any assembly, frequently used to 

predict the relationship between sampling effort and species to be found. (Gotelli and 

Colwell 2001), (Koblitz et al. 2017). Curves are created by randomly selecting an 

increasingly large subset of reads from a sample and counting the number of different 

species assigned to those reads (Gotelli and Colwell 2001). Asymptotic rarefaction 

curves suggest that sufficient sampling depth has been achieved to saturate sample 

diversity. Rapid plateauing of diversity with increasing numbers of reads is indicative 

of low-diversity samples. Samples which do not achieve asymptote indicate that 

sequencing depth was insufficient to capture the majority of community diversity. Less 

variation (less spread of the asymptotes) suggests similarity of community composition 

of the samples, while the highest variation shows dissimilarities of these communities. 

In our study, rearing water samples were less variant, while the highest variation was 

seen in the swab samples.  

 

Phyloseq: 
A package used as a tool to import, store, analyse and graphically display complex 

phylogenetic sequencing data that has already been clustered into Operational 

Taxonomic Units (OTUs) or Amplicon Sequence Variants (ASVs) (Koblitz et al. 2017).   

 

 

 

Alpha diversity: 
 
Alpha diversity metrics are used to measure and compare the bacterial community 

structure with respect to its richness (number of taxonomic groups) and evenness 

(distribution of abundances of the groups) within a sample. In microbial ecology, 

analysing the alpha diversity of amplicon sequencing data is a common first approach 

to assessing differences between environments (Willis 2019). 
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Shannon Diversity; an index commonly used to characterize species diversity in a 

community. To calculate Shannon diversity index (H’), this index takes both species 

abundance and species richness into account as seen in the equation below: 

𝐻" = 	−	 𝑝'	𝑙𝑛	𝑝'

*

'+,

 

where S equals the number of species (species richness) and 𝑝𝑖 equals the ratio of 

individuals of species 𝑖, divided by the total number of species. 

 

To compare the alpha-diversity and the differential abundance of microbiome data, 

Shannon diversity of all samples was measured within PhyloSeq followed by the 

mean Shannon diversity for all sample types. 

 

Beta Diversity: 
 
Beta diversity refers to the measurement of the degree of difference in community 

membership or structure between two samples. If each taxon assigned to a sample is 

considered a parameter, then comparison between samples comprises calculating 

distances between samples, across all parameters in a high dimensional space. Multi-

dimensional scaling is then used to represent the samples as points in low-

dimensional space (usually two dimensions), such that the relative distance apart of 

all points are in the same rank order as the relative dissimilarities (or distances) of the 

samples in high dimensional space, as measured by some appropriate resemblance 

or distance matrix calculated on the abundance matrix. The interpretation of an MDS 

is straight forward: points that are close together represent samples that are similar in 

community composition, and points that are far apart correspond to communities with 

different structures (Clarke and Gorley 2006). Non-metric multidimensional scaling is 

a dimension reduction technique that is often used, in conjunction with Bray-Curtis 

distances, to evaluate distance between two samples and therefore their beta-diversity 

(Mutlu et al. 2014) (Clarke 1993). 
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ANOSIM 
ANOSIM (Analysis of similarities) is used to compare within and between group 

similarity through a distance measure, to test the null hypothesis that the average rank 

similarity between samples within a group is the same as the average rank similarity 

between samples belonging to different groups. This test measures differences in 

community structure, and is one of the most widely used multivariate methods in 

microbiome studies (Clarke 1993) (Xia and Sun 2017). 

 

First a dissimilarity matrix is constructed between samples using an appropriate 

measure, such as Bray-Curtis. The grouping factor is then permuted (swapped 

randomly) and the strength of the difference between the two groups is calculated 

under the null hypothesis that there is no assemblage difference between groups of 

samples specified by the levels of a single factor. The measured strength of difference 

in actual samples is then compared against the distribution of null-model permutations 

to determine a p-statistic for the observed value (Clarke and Gorley 2006).  

 

 

SIMPER   
 

The similarity percentages breakdown (SIMPER) procedure attempts to assess the 

average percent contribution of individual species to the dissimilarity between samples 

in a Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix. Its output is the most important taxa for 

discriminating between two pairs of groups. SIMPER calculates the mean sum of 

contributions from each taxon for all pairs of inter-group samples (e.g. all samples of 

the first group against all samples of the second group). The mean sum of 

contributions from each taxon between samples of the first two groups can be 

expressed in terms of the average contribution from each taxon. A good discriminating 

taxon contributes heavily to inter-group dissimilarity. These routines have been 

formalised in the software PRIMER. (Mumby 2001). In this study, One-way crossed 

SIMPER analysis was calculated, between different sample types, to estimate which 

taxon contribute to Bray-Curtis distances between sample types, highlighting the 

range of species responsible for defining the clustering pattern. 

 

 


